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ABSTRACT
Severe stress results in global changes in the bacterial proteome. To respond effectively,
new proteins must be synthesized, others destroyed. Coordinated changes in protein synthesis often
result from the engagement of an alternate a subunit with the RNA core polymerase. The as subunit
of the RNA polymerase is a master stress response regulator in E. coli. Under satisfactory growth
conditions, proteolysis keeps the levels of a s low; upon stress, various mechanisms converge to raise
the levels as. In this work we focus on the facilitated delivery of a s to the ClpXP protease.
Proteolysis of a s by ClpXP requires the accessory factor RssB. RssB is a two-component
response regulator. Not surprisingly, its activity is positively regulated by phosphorylation of a
conserved aspartate in its receiver domain. Whereas most response regulators are transcription
factors, however, RssB is an adaptor protein. RssB binds to as, promoting a conformational change
in as that exposes its N-terminal ClpX recognition motif. RssB also contacts ClpXP itself, enabling
the formation of a quaternary degradative complex. Following the degradation of as, RssB is
released.
This work addresses two outstanding questions regarding RssB-mediated proteolysis of aS:
1) the requirement of RssB phosphorylation for a s degradation; and 2) the mechanism of RssB
interaction with ClpXP. Previous studies have shown that phosphorylation of RssB increases its
affinity for as. Initially, phosphorylation of RssB was thought to be a pre-requisite for as binding;
more recently this has come under some debate. Our data demonstrate that phosphorylation is not
strictly required for RssB function. Using both wild-type RssB and an unphosphorylatable variant,
we show that the impact of phosphorylation on RssB activity is condition-dependent.
With regards to the interaction between RssB and ClpXP, we demonstrate that critical
contacts are made between the N-terminal domain of ClpX and a ClpX-binding sequence located,
not at the C-terminus of RssB as previously predicted, but within the inter-domain linker of RssB.
This sequence motif is similar to those used by the other ClpXP adaptor proteins, all of which make
contact with the ClpX N-domain. These results support a model in which adaptor proteins interact
with a common binding site on ClpX. Indeed, we show that competition between SspB and RssB
can occur in vivo and in vitro. We postulate that competition between adaptors is important in
modulating substrate prioritization in times of stress.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
INDUCTION OF THE STRESS RESPONSE IN BACTERIA
Survival of a bacterium depends on its ability to adapt to extreme, rapidly changing and
damaging environmental conditions. Common environmental stresses encountered by bacteria
are extreme temperature, hyperosmolarity, UV-damage, oxidative stress, low pH, and nutrient
depletion. Growth under these non-optimal conditions requires the activation of stress
responses. These consist of programmed cascades of cellular events that modulate protein
synthesis and activity. The result of a stress response is stress resistance, elimination of the
stress agent and/or repair of cell injury (Giuliodori et al., 2007).
An introduction to bacterial a factors
A stress response is triggered when initial sensing of a change in environmental
conditions is transduced into a change in protein expression and/or activity. In many cases, an
effective stress response requires an alteration of the cellular transcriptional machinery. Unlike
eukaryotes, which have three different polymerases to mediate transcription, bacteria have only
a single core polymerase. Partnership of the core subunits (P'a 2co) with a dissociable a
component results in a holoenzyme is now competent for transcription initiation (Fig 1.1a).
Specificity of gene expression is achieved through interaction of the a component of the
holoenzyme with the promoter regions of particular sets of genes. During exponential growth,
the default a factor in most bacteria is a single, essential, 'housekeeping' a factor (Paget and
Helmann, 2003); in E. coli the primary factor is called RpoD (RNA polymerase subunit D), or
a70 after its molecular weight. Depending on the bacterial species, between 4 and 64 other a
factors are also encoded in a given genome (Bentley et al., 2002; Fassler and Gussin, 1996).
The regulation of a factor choice is complex and ultimately is resolved through
competition among a factors for the core polymerase. Thus, any process that upregulates the
levels of an alternate a factor -transcription, translation, post-translational processing or
inhibition of proteolysis- plays a part in stimulating a factor exchange. The exact mechanisms
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Figure 1.1. a) Crystal structure of the RNA polymerase holoenzyme from Thermus thermophilus.
Coloring depicts the deviation in the positions of the Ca atoms from the corresponding T. aquaticus
crystal structure, after superimposition of the two b subunits (r.m.s.d. = 1.65 A over 700 Ca atoms). The
s subunit and other structural elements that are absent from the T7. aquaticus structure are shown in
magenta and white, respectively, b) Ribbon structure of s70, color coded to match section c;
nonconserved regions are gray. c) b) Representation of s70 structural domains and conserved regions.
a-helices are shown as pink boxes, coils as solid lines.and disordered structures as dotted lines. (From
separate figures in Vassylyev et al., 2002)
by which the levels of various a factors are modulated are different for different a factors.
Cross-species comparisons indicate that they can even be different for a factor homologs in
different species (Ventura et al., 2006). However, the use of alternate a factors to alter the
transcriptional profile of a cell in response to changing cellular needs suggests tight coordination
in each case between environmental sensing and a factor-dependent cellular response.
All in the Family
a factors are divided into two families based on gene structure: the much larger a70
family, named after the primary E. coli a factor; and the functionally similar, but structurally
different, 054 family (Paget and Helmann, 2003). Members of the a 54 family are much more
rarely encountered. For example, in Streptomyces coelicolor, which encodes 65 varieties of a
factor, all belong to the a70 family, and none to the a 54 family (Bentley et al., 2002). E. coli also
does not express any a 54 family members (Paget and Helmann, 2003). Since the work in this
thesis was done in E. coli, we will constrain our discussion to the a 70 family.
The a70 family is divided into several major phylogenetic groups (Fig 1.2). Group 1
consists of primary a factors, like a 70 itself (Fig 1.1b). These proteins are essential. Group 2
consists of non-essential but closely related 'global' a factors, like as (also a38 or RpoS) in E.
coli. as is discussed in more detail separately. Group 3 and Group 4 include more distantly
related a factors, each of which specifically controls the expression of one or more regulons.
The expression of genes within a regulon is precisely coordinated to allow efficient response to a
change in a particular environmental condition. For example, Group 3 includes the the heat
shock response a factors in E coli and C. crescentus as well as the sporulation a factors in B.
subtilis. Group 4, the largest and most highly divergent group of a factors, includes the
extracytoplasmic function (ECF) a factors; these are involved in responding to various types of
extracytoplasmic stress. Indeed, 49 of the 65 a factors in S. coelicolor belong to the
phylogenetic Group 4 (Paget and Helmann, 2003). As shown in Fig 1.2, Group 4 a factors are
sometimes included as a subset of Group 3 (Wosten, 1998).
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Figure. 1.2. Phylogenetic relationships between the groups within the o70-family (Figure
from Wosten, 1998).
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THE ROLE OF PROTEOLYSIS IN HANDLING STRESS
Good Housekeeping Under Stressful Conditions
An effective response to severe stress requires rapid and coordinated alteration of the
cellular proteome. In addition to modulating the de novo synthesis (transcription and
translation) and activity of stress response proteins, the cell also needs to eliminate existing
proteins that have become unnecessary or even damaging to the cell under the new
environmental conditions. After the stress situation has been overcome, the cell must remove
any stress response proteins that are no longer needed and may now be potentially harmful.
Several energy-dependent proteases function to enable bacteria to clear unwanted
proteins during and after a stress response. The Lon, FtsH and ClpP protease families are
widely conserved among bacteria; all are involved in protein quality control. FtsH degrades
misfolded membrane proteins, contributing to membrane protein quality control. FtsH has also
been implicated in proteolysis of the transcription factor SoxS (Griffith et al., 2004) and the heat
shock a factor RpoH/ 32 under conditions where SoxS and RpoH activity are no longer needed
(Herman et al., 1995; Tomoyasu et al., 1995). Both Lon and ClpP protease complexes ensure
efficient degradation of cellular garbage, i.e. damaged proteins and proteins that, due to
transcriptional, translational or folding errors, did not reach their final native three-dimensional
structure. The central role of Clp proteases in cytoplasmic protein quality control (discussed
further in the context of the ClpXP protease in E. coli), becomes even more important in stressed
cells, which contain increased numbers of damaged or misfolded proteins. Indeed, in gram-
positive bacteria, expression of ClpP and most Clp ATPases is upregulated following heat shock
or other severe stresses (Frees et al., 2007).
Regulation of Stress Response Timing
Proteolysis is also intimately involved in the timing of stress responses. In addition to
post-stress clearance of initiators and maintenance factors, proteases regulate stress response
initiation by controlling a factor activity. Below are several examples of how the well-
characterized Clp family of proteases in particular directly and indirectly regulates a factor
activity.
Under conditions of severe starvation, sporulation is induced in B. subtilis. Clp proteins
are involved at multiple steps during the sporulation process. ClpX, ClpC and ClpP ensure the
appropriate timing of sporulation initiation by aH (Frees et al., 2007). Later, the sporulation
factor aF is liberated from the anti-a SpoIIAB through the action of the anti-anti-a factor
SpoIIAA. Unpartnered SpoIIAB is recognized and degraded by ClpCP, thus
pushing the reaction toward unpartnering of more SpoIIAB. As this process only in the
forespore, ClpCP is involved in ensuring cell-specific aF activity (Pan et al., 2001).
In E. coli, stress-induced accumulation of misfolded proteins in the periplasm induces
sequential cleavage of the anti-a factor RseA (Alba et al., 2002; Kanehara et al., 2002). The
result is release of the N-terminal domain of Rse-A into the cytoplasm with a newly exposed
degradation signal at its new C-terminus. ClpXP efficiently recognizes this signal and
proteolyses N-RseA, freeing oE for initiation of the extracytoplasmic stress response (Flynn et
al, 2004). Similarly, in B. subtilis, alkaline stress induces intramembrane cleavage of the
transmembrane anti-a factor RsiW (Schobel et al., 2004). This event exposes a cryptic
degradation signal; it also releases RsiW into the cytoplasm, where the newly exposed
degradation signal is recognized by the cytopasmic proteases ClpXP and ClpEP (Zellmeier et
al., 2006). Degradation of RsiW frees its binding partner SigW for interaction with core
polymerase and initiation of the alkaline stress response program.
Finally, in at least E. coli and S. typhimurium, proteolysis by C1pXP is critical in limiting
the cellular level of the master stress response regulator and starvation response factor as during
exponential growth (Moreno et al., 2000; Schweder et al., 1996). Free as is not readily
recognized or degraded by ClpXP in the absence of its delivery co-factor, or adaptor protein,
RssB (Muffler et al., 1996a; Pratt and Silhavy, 1996; Studemann et al., 2003; Zhou et al., 2001).
In vivo, inhibition of RssB activity following various stress conditions reduces proteolysis of as,
allowing accumulation of cellular a s and subsequent initiation of the downstream stress
response.
The work of this thesis is focused on this last stress response pathway, i.e. RssB-
mediated as proteolysis by ClpXP. We introduce each of the main players in this pathway in
more detail below. We conclude the chapter by considering what we currently know about
adaptor-mediated substrate delivery to ClpXP, and then building a model that incorporates
existing knowledge about the functions of the adaptor proteins SspB and UmuD with new
knowledge from our own work on the as adaptor protein, RssB.
FACILITATED PROTEOLYSIS OF os - KEY PLAYERS
ClpXP - A AAA+ Proteolytic Machine
Structure and Function
ClpXP is a highly conserved ATP-dependent protease that has been well-characterized
in E.coli. As shown in Fig 1.3a, ClpXP is composed of ring-shaped subunits stacked on top of
one another: the hexameric ATPase ClpX, a member of the AAA+ (ATPases associated with
variety of activies) family; and the tetradecameric serine peptidase CIpP (Grimaud et al., 1998;
Maurizi et al., 1994). ClpP is itself a barrel-shaped double ring of heptamers stacked back to
back (Wang et al., 1997). In the absence of ClpP, ClpX functions as a molecular chaperone.
When partnered with ClpP, ClpX acts as a selective gatekeeper for regulated proteolysis (Fig
1.3b). ClpX recognizes and binds particular classes of substrates (Flynn et al., 2003). Through
iterative cycles of ATP-powered pulling, it unfolds these substrates and translocates them into
the central cavity of ClpP (Kim et al., 2000; Ortega et al., 2000). This internal cavity is lined
with peptidase active sites all facing inward, constituting a degradation chamber that is
sequestered from the cytoplasm (Wang et al., 1997). Entry is by invitation only; protein
substrates are unable to reach this internal chamber unless they are first unfolded by the ATPase
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Figure 13. a) Structure of CIpXP: Electron micrograph showing the barrel-shaped ClpP sandwiched
between two hexameric rings of CIpX (From Ortega et al, 2000). Crystal structures of the hexameric
HekiobacterpykoriClpX ATPase domain and E. coi CIpP tetradecamer from Kim, D. Y. et al. J. Biol.
Chem. 2003 and Porankiewicz et al, 1999. respectively. In the latter structure, color is used to highlight
each subunit of the top heptamer of CIpP. b) Cartoon showing the steps of ATP-powered proteolysis
by CIpXP.
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subunit associated with ClpP and fed processively through ClpP's narrow entry portal (Wang et
al., 1997). ClpP makes short work of polypeptide visitors, releasing them back into the
cytoplasm as a series of small peptides (Thompson and Maurizi, 1994).
Recently, attention has been directed toward the role of the zinc-binding N-terminal
domains of ClpX in the function of the ClpXP protease. There are six N-domains per ClpX
hexamer (Donaldson et al., 2003). Each N-domain is attached to the ATPase core by a flexible
linker region that is sensitive to protease digestion (Singh et al., 2001). The isolated N-domains
have been shown to form dimers in solution (Donaldson et al., 2003; Wojtyra et al., 2003). The
position of N-domain dimers relative to the ClpX hexameric core is still under debate (Fig 1.4).
One model places the dimers at the periphery, where they can interact with substrates or adaptor
proteins, but not with each other. Another model -one which seems to hold true for the N-
domains of the related AAA+ ATPase ClpA- proposes that a ring formed from a trimer of
dimers sits at the apical surface of ClpX (Donaldson et al., 2003; Ishikawa et al., 2004). As the
ClpX N-domain has a flexible connector sequence, it is also possible that the N-domain dimers
are mobile, spending some time at the periphery and some time as a ring atop ClpX.
The exact functions of the ClpX N-domain during substrate proteolysis also remain to be
elucidated. We know that the N-domain is not required for mediating ClpX-ClpP interaction, as
ClpX subunits lacking their N-domains still hexamerize and associate with ClpP. However,
ClpXANP complexes exhibit a requirement for ATPase activity and decreas ed proteolysis
function, suggesting that the N-domain of ClpX may be involved in gating access of substrates
to the ClpX processing pore as well as in substrate selection and/or processing (Singh et al.,
2001). Whereas the N-domain is dispensable for proteolysis of certain substrates, like ssrA-
tagged proteins, we have evidence that it plays a positive role in selection and/or degradation of
most other ClpXP substrates (Siddiqui, PhD thesis, MIT, 2004). For interactions between
ClpXP and its adaptor proteins, the N-domain is required (Bolon et al., 2004; Dougan et al.,
2003; Neher et al., 2003b; Wojtyra et al., 2003).
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Figure 1.4. a) Ribbon representation of the N-terminal homodimer of CIpX, with helices in blue, strands in
red and Zn(ll) atoms shown as yellow spheres. The cysteines involved in chelating the Zn(1l) are drawn as
yellow sticks. (From Donaldson et al, 2003). b) Placement of the N-domain homodimer at the periphery of
the H., pylori ClpX ATPase domain, viewed from above c) Cartoon model of the N-domains at the periphery
of CIpX. d) Trimer of dimers model, viewed from above from the side on top of the H pylori CIpX ATPase
domain. e) Cartoon showing the trimer of dimers stacked above the CipX pore.
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Regulation ofsubstrate selectivity
ClpX selects proteins to be degraded by ClpXP by recognizing short peptide sequences
contained in potential substrates. These sequences are interchangeably called ClpX 'degradation
tags' or 'recognition motifs'. Experiments using a proteolytically inactive variant of ClpP to
trap ClpXP substrates revealed at least three classes of N-terminal motifs and two classes of C-
terminal motifs. When representative sequences from each class were fused to model proteins,
the fusion proteins were efficiently recognized and degraded by wild-type ClpXP (Flynn et al.,
2003). Like the fusion proteins, certain ClpXP substrates contain degradation tags that are
constitutively accessible. These substrates are extremely unstable. Not all proteins are targeted
for degradation immediately upon synthesis, however. Additional layers of regulation modulate
substrate choice by ClpXP (Fig 1.5). Below we discuss one class of proteins with a
constitutively recognized degradation tag. We then explore the various mechanisms that
modulate the recognition and degradation of other substrates.
ssrA-tagged proteins constitute a class of ClpXP substrates that contain a constitutively
accessible degradation tag (Fig 5a). As described below, accessibility of the tag in these
proteins serves an important function in protein quality control. The ssrA tag is an 11 amino-
acid sequence (AANEDENYALAA) that is appended to nascent polypeptide chains whose
translation machinery has stalled (Keiler et al., 1996). Ribosomes may stall during translation
for a number of reasons; perhaps the most common reason is the absence of a stop codon, due to
damaged mRNA, ribonuclease activity or premature termination of transcription. A stalled
ribosome is unable to release either its polypeptide chain or any sequestered translation factors.
The impotent complex is rescued through a process called trans-translation (Dulebohn et al.,
2007). Briefly, an aminoacelyated tmRNA, which has properties of both a tRNA and an mRNA,
is inserted into the empty A site of the ribosome. A switch in template occurs from the original
mRNA to the tmRNA encoding the ssrA-tag. As translation proceeds from the new template,
the ssrA sequence is added to the polypeptide being synthesized. The ssrA sequence contains a
C-terminal tri-peptide sequence (LAA) that is readily recognized by ClpXP as a C-terminal class
1 degradation tag (Flynn et al., 2001). Thus, following its release from the translational
A Direct recognition of a degradation sequence
B Exposure of a cryptic recognition site
N-RseA * aE
Q~tv
C Adaptor-mediated delih
RssB * ac
Figure 1.5. Regulation of substrate choice by CIpXP. a) Rescue of stalled ribosomes by trans-
translation results in ssrA-tagging of the nascent polypeptide. A tripeptide motif contained in the ssrA tag
is directly recognized by ClpX and is sufficient to commit ssrA-tagged proteins to proteolysis. b) Intra-
membrane processing following extracellular stress results in the cleavage of RseA and exposure of a
cryptic CIpX-recognition sequence. Degradation of N-RseA liberates 0 E. c) Proteolysis of os by ClpXP
requires the help of an accessory factor, RssB. Binding of RssB to as allows presentation of its buried
CIpX recognition tag; in additon, RssB makes its own contacts with CIpX, enhancing the efficiency of
ClpXP-substrate interaction.
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machinery, the ssrA-tagged protein is efficiently recognized and degraded by ClpXP. The
ssrA-tagging process ensures that potentially harmful translation products, for example truncated
enzymes lacking their regulatory domains, do not accumulate in the cell. The spatial positioning
of ClpXP complexes close to translation complexes (P. Chien, personal communication), as well
as the use of an adaptor protein to further enhance the degradation of ssrA-tagged proteins
(discussed below) highlights the importance of constitutive proteolysis of these substrates by
ClpXP.
Many proteins, including regulatory proteins, become ClpXP substrates only under
certain conditions. These proteins have evolved mechanisms which render their degradation
motifs inaccessible to ClpXP under all other conditions. One such mechanism is the burial of a
cryptic recognition sequence in an internal region of the potential substrate (Fig 1.5b). In E.
coli, both the LexA repressor protein and the anti-c factor RseA require proteolytic processing
to reveal cryptic ClpX recognition tags at a newly created C-terminus (Flynn et al., 2004; Neher
et al., 2003a).
Another mechanism is the use of adaptor proteins to deliver substrates to ClpXP (Fig
1.5c; described in more detail below). For example, the N-terminal degradation tag of ys is too
weak on its own to commit the protein for degradation. Upon binding of its adaptor protein,
RssB, Us becomes a substrate for ClpXP. Similarly, the activated SOS repair protein UmuD' is
not degraded by ClpXP in the absence of its delivery cofactor UmuD (Gonzalez et al., 2000;
Neher et al., 2003b). In each case, the adaptor protein makes its own contacts with ClpX,
thereby tethering its binding partner, the potential substrate, to ClpXP (Neher et al., 2003b; Zhou
et al., 2001). Adaptor-mediated increase in the effective concentration of a substrate around the
processing pore of ClpX facilitates the degradation of substrates with otherwise ineffective
degradation signals (McGinness et al., 2006). Regulation of the level and/or activity of the
adaptor protein results in condition-dependent proteolysis of ClpXP substrates.
Adaptor proteins are not only used by ClpXP to broaden substrate specificity. In fact,
most of what is known about the mechanism of adaptor-mediated substrate delivery to ClpXP is
based on extensive studies done on the adaptor protein SspB. To date, SspB has been found to
enhance the degradation of ssrA-tagged proteins as well as the N-terminal cleavage product of
RseA, N-RseA (Flynn et al., 2004; Levchenko et al., 2000). Both of these substrates are
efficiently turned over even in the absence of an adaptor. This suggests that, under certain
conditions, even the degradation of constitutive ClpXP substrates must be regulated. Use of the
adaptor protein SspB to enhance degradation of ssrA-proteins seems to serve several purposes:
1) to direct flux of ssrA-tagged proteins away from the ClpAP protease to ClpXP by obscuring
the ClpA recognition motif also contained within the ssrA-tag (Flynn et al., 2001) 2) to enhance
the turnover rate of ssrA-tagged cellular garbage, allowing other substrates greater access to
ClpXP (Levchenko et al., 2000); and 3) to make ssrA-tagged substrates 'weaker' with regards
to ClpX interaction by creating steric hindrance for ClpX (Hersch et al., 2004); thus substrates
that are able to compete with SspB for binding to ClpX may be able to gain priority over
SspB-ssrA-protein complexes. Under certain conditions, competition by specific substrates for
priority of degradation over cellular junk may be important for appropriate stress response and
cell survival.
as - A Secondary Vegetative a Factor for Non-Optimal Conditions
oS/RpoS/ 38 is the master regulator of the general stress response in E.coli. It is
structurally similar to the primary a factor, a70, shown in Fig 1.1. However, its expression and
activity are regulated by a complex network of proteins and small RNAs. The result is a low
level of as during exponential growth, and rapid accumulation in response to an array of
environmental insults, including heat or cold shock, pH downshift, hyperosmolarity, or nutrient
depletion/starvation (reviewed in Hengge-Aronis, 2002). This is in stark contrast to the ECF a
factors, which in general are induced by and counteract a single stress condition. Induction of
as provides a kind of preventative medicine for the cell: activation of as-dependent genes results
in broad stress resistance, allowing a cell to avoid damage from a number of potential stessors
besides the stress already being experienced. It is not surprising, then, that as is directly or
indirectly involved in regulating up to 10% of the E. coli genome (Weber et al, 2005).
The as regulon - a misnomer?
Out of the approximately 500 genes found by microarray analysis to be as dependent,
only about 25% behave like genes in a typical regulon. This core set of genes seems to be
upregulated whenever as levels, and therefore as-containing RNA polymerase levels, rise in the
cell (Weber et al, 2005). In contrast, the majority of as-dependent genes seem to require
additional activation or de-repression factors for expression. Many as-dependent genes are co-
regulated by secondary factors like CRP (cAMP receptor protein) and Lrp (leucine-responsive
protein) (Colland et al., 2000; Marschall et al., 1998; Weber et al., 2005). For some genes, a s
dependence is even conditional. One example is a cluster of acid response genes which are
strongly as-dependent during entry into stationary phase, but become much less dependent on,
or independent of, as under conditions of acid stress (Weber et al, 2005). Such examples of
secondary regulation of as-dependent gene expression suggest the existence of various as-
dependent stress response modules, some of which can be even temporarily recruited by other
stress-specific regulators under a70 control. Thus, as has been recently suggested to control not
one general stress regulon, but a dynamic and flexible network of stress-response modules that
are activated in various combinations, or may even be activated separately. a s can be
considered to be a second vegetative a factor, one that allows the cell to grow under non-optimal
environmental conditions (Weber, 2005).
Regulating the regulator
As befits a master transcriptional regulator, a s ' own expression is regulated by a signal
transduction network with a bewildering array of cross-signals, feedback loops, redundancies
and internal regulation. While this demonstrates a remarkable capacity for signal integration, it
also makes elucidation of the individual regulatory pathways much more difficult. Signals
eventually converge to influence transcription of the rpoS gene; translation of the resulting
mRNA; as activity (through competition for RNA core polymerase); or turnover (Fig 1.6;
reviewed in Hengge-Aronis, 2002). We confine ourselves in this work to a discussion of o s
proteolysis by ClpXP, which has been argued to be the single most important modulator of as
levels. In addition, regulation of as proteolysis provides the most rapid means of altering as
levels in response to sudden environmental changes. It must be kept in mind that high as levels
do not necessarily result in induction of the as-dependent stress response (Fredriksson et al.,
2007). Elevated levels of the alarmone ppGpp (an indicator of non-optimal conditions) are
required for successful competition of as with a70 for RNA polymerase (Jishage et al., 2002).
Therefore ppGpp ultimately controls induction of as-dependent gene expression. Interestingly,
since a s is protected from association with RssB during interaction with RNA core polymerase
(Zhou et al., 2001), an indirect effect of ppGpp is to stabilize as against proteolysis.
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Figure 1.6. Induction of RpoS expression through the influence of various environmental signals on the
different levels of RpoS regulation. Stimulation of RpoS synthesis via rpoS transcription or mRNA
translation, or inhibition of RpoS proteolysis all lead to increased levels of RpoS and potential induction of
its downstream genes. (Figure adapted from Hengge-Aronis, 2002 and Jenal & Hengge-Aronis, 2003)
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Determinants of as proteolysis
During exponential growth phase, the ClpXP protease is required to maintain a low
cellular level of a s (Schweder et al., 1996; Zhou et al., 2001). as carries an N-terminal Class 1
ClpX recognition tag (Flynn et al., 2003). Comparison of wild-type as degradation with the
degradation of various as-lacZ fusion constructs, however, suggests that this recognition tag is
inaccessible to ClpX in the full-length free as. Additional evidence from the lacZ fusion
constructs indicates that interaction of ClpX with this N-terminal tag is not sufficient to commit
as for degradation (Studemann et al., 2003). We have found that RssB-independent degradation
of as by ClpXP, although very slow, is even less efficient with ClpX that is lacking its N-
terminal domain (Siddiqui, PhD thesis, MIT, 2004). Taken together, these results suggest that a
secondary sequence in a s, possibly within its C-terminal region, interacts with the N-domain of
ClpX either to promote ClpXP activity or to stabilize the interaction of a s with ClpXP during
processive degradation.
The adaptor protein RssB is required for efficient proteolysis of as (Muffler et al.,
1996a; Pratt and Silhavy, 1996). RssB binds to 'region 2.5' of as (for a view of the comparable
region in o70, see in Fig 1. 1b), the same surface-exposed alpha helix that interacts, as part of the
RNA polymerase holoenzyme, with as-dependent promoters (Becker and Hengge-Aronis, 2001;
Becker et al., 1999). Within 'region 2.5', RssB makes critical interactions with Lys173 of as;
mutation of this residue to a glutamate, which is the corresponding residue in the vegetative a
factor a 70, abrogates binding of RssB and prevents proteolysis of as (Becker et al., 1999).
Binding of RssB has been suggested to alter the conformation of as, thus exposing the buried N-
terminal ClpX recognition tag and possibly a secondary ClpX interaction sequence (Studemann
et al., 2003). However, variants of as carrying an exposed N-terminus still require RssB for
ClpXP-mediated degradation; this suggests that RssB plays at least one other critical role in
facilitating as degradation. RssB has been shown to make its own contacts with ClpX (Moreno
et al., 2000; Zhou et al., 2001). Like other adaptor proteins then, RssB tethers its aS cargo close
to ClpXP, thereby enhancing the rate of aS recognition and processing. Whether RssB plays yet
another role in facilitating degradation -promoting ClpXP activity and/or assisting in the
transition from substrate recognition to substrate processing-remains to be seen.
RssB - Proteolytic Regulator of c'
The function of RssB, also called SprE (stationary phase regulator), was uncovered in
E.coli at the same time by two research groups. Both showed that RssB negatively regulates the
cellular level of as in vivo (Muffler et al., 1996a; Pratt and Silhavy, 1996). Indeed in growing
cells, the half-life of as is greater than 60 minutes in an rssB mutant, as compared to 1-4 minutes
in a wild-type strain (Lange and Hengge-Aronis, 1994; Muffler et al., 1996a; Takayanagi et al.,
1994). Use of appropriate rpoS-lacZ fusion constructs by both investigators revealed that the
effect of RssB on a s is post-transcriptional. Pulse-labeling experiments showed that the effect
is also post-translational, i.e. not due to regulation of protein synthesis (Muffler et al., 1996b).
Using complementary techniques, each group showed that RssB acts specifically to promote as
turnover. The protease ClpXP was already known to be involved in proteolysis of a s (Schweder
et al., 1996). Use of genetic mutants in clpX, clpP and rssB placed RssB and ClpXP in the same
pathway (Pratt and Silhavy, 1996). Several possible models for RssB function were posed by
each group; one that has been borne out is a role for RssB in presenting as to ClpXP for
degradation.
We know that proteolysis of as is inhibited by various environmental stresses, including
carbon starvation (Lange and Hengge-Aronis, 1994; Takayanagi et al., 1994), heat shock
(Muffler et al., 1997), osmotic upshift (Muffler et al., 1996b) and pH downshift (Bearson et al.,
1996). The placement of the negative regulator RssB within the degradation pathway makes it
an attractive and likely point for signal integration. That RssB is also a two-component response
regulator adds further weight to the supposition that input from one or more environmental
sensors must modulate RssB activity. More than a decade after its discovery, however, the
mechanism/s by which high level environmental signals influence the activity of RssB remain
mysterious.
In the following discussion, we first place RssB within its structural family of two-
component response regulators. We then discuss possible mechanisms by which the activity of
RssB, and therefore of rs, may be regulated.
RssB - an atypical two-component response regulator
Response regulators are modular proteins that, in conjunction with their cognate two-
component histidine sensor kinases, function to initiate major changes in the bacterial proteome.
Sensor kinases are also modular proteins; canonically, they function to sense the extracellular
environment and transduce signals back into the cytoplasm (for a review, see Stock et al., 2000).
Figure 1.7 depicts the steps of communication between three representative sensor kinases and
their cognate response regulators. First, detection of signals occurs via a variable input domain.
Depending on the particular signal, activity of the kinase domain is either activated or inhibited.
If activated, the kinase domain hydrolyzes ATP to auto-phosporylate a histidine residue within a
conserved structural motif (the "H box"). This phosphate is transferred, sometimes through a
relay of several His-Asp phosphotransfer events, to a conserved aspartate residue in the receiver
domain of a response regulator. Phosphorylation activates the response regulator and its
downstream cellular responses.
As far as response regulators go, RssB is considered a maverick in both structure and
function. Its N-terminal domain is a typical response regulator receiver domain, having
extensive homology with the prototypical response regulator CheY, and sporting a conserved
aspartate (D58) that accepts regulatory phophotransfer (Bouche et al., 1998; Chapter Three).
However, RssB boasts an unusual C-terminal module. Across bacteria and archaea, 66% of
response regulators bind DNA with their output domains; thus they can function as
transcriptional regulators that respond quickly and specifically to sensed changes in the
environment. Out of the remaining, 14% are like CheY and lack an output domain altogether;
some others bind RNA or function as an enzyme upon activation (Galperin, 2006). RssB can
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Figure 1.7. Depiction of the modular organization of the histidine kinases and their cognate response
regulators using three representative examples, a) Class I enzymes (a and b) like the prototypical EnvZ
have variable input domains ( *) which sense a variety of signals; at least putative transmembrane
regions ( ); and a conserved transmitter/kinase core-domain ( 0 ). b) Hybrid kinases
like ArcA additionally contain a phosphorylatable receiver module ( 0) and in some cases, as in the
one shown, a phosphotransfer unit ( M ). c) Class II histidine kinases like CheA do not have their
own trans-membrane domains; they are coupled to membrane receptors. Some sensor kinases
additionally contain response regulator-binding domains ( A ) and/or regulatory domains ( ( ).
Response regulators contain a conserved phosphorylatable receiver domain ( * ) that regulates the
activity of a carboxy-terminal output module when present. The majority of output modules are DNA-
binding domains ( A ); however some have enyzymatic activity ( * ) or regulatory activity (not
depicted). (Adapted from Stock et al, 2000 and Foussard et al., 1997.)
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not bind DNA, nor has it been found to possess enzymatic function; it is instead a delivery
factor, mediating proteolysis of &s by ClpXP (Klauck et al., 2001; Zhou et al., 2001). Without
additional information it seems sensible to conjecture that the unique C-terminal output domain
of RssB reflects, and mediates, its unique function. On the basis of an alignment of the C-
terminal residues of SspB and RssB, a ClpX-binding consensus sequence was proposed (Dougan
et al., 2003). The notion that RssB uses its very C-terminus in an SspB-like manner to mediate
interactions with ClpX rapidly became accepted in the field. Until now, it has never been tested.
In Chapter Two we show that, in fact, this assumption is incorrect. Although the C-terminal
output domain of RssB is indeed unique among response regulators, it does not mediate RssB's
delivery function to ClpXP.
Phosphorylation of RssB - location and effect
The output function of a typical response regulator is activated by autophosphoryation
of a conserved aspartate residue in its receiver domain (Fig 1.7). Upon phosphorylation, the
receiver domain undergoes an allosteric conformational change (Fig 1.8). Depending on the
particular response regulator, this promotes release of enzymatic inhibition by the receiver
domain; dimerization or higher order oligomerizaton; or binding of the output domain to a new
protein or DNA partner (Stock et al., 2000). In the case of the close structural homolog, CheY,
the phosphorylation-induced conformational change enhances affinity for its ligand, FliM
(Welch et al., 1993; Welch et al., 1994).
We know that RssB is phosphorylated on its conserved aspartate, Asp58; evidence thus
far indicates that Asp58 is the only site of RssB phosphorylation (Bouche et al., 1998; Chapter
Three). Initially, phosphorylation of RssB was thought to be required for its activity (Zhou et
al., 2001). Indeed, Asp58 mutants of RssB are impaired in regulating as turnover in vivo
(Cunning and Elliott, 1999; Moreno et al., 2000). However, this is not true under all conditions
(Peterson et al., 2004). Our own work with wild-type RssB in vitro indicates that
phosphorylation is dispensable under certain conditions, for example when concentrations of all
components are high. Under limiting conditions, phosphorylation enhances RssB function
Bcz
Figure 1.8. Phosphorylation of a response regulator receiver domain induces conformational changes
a) Ribbon diagram of CheY with the three conserved active-site aspartate residues shown in red. b)
Space-filling models of the CheY structure above are used to highlight residues whose conformations
are affected by phosphorylation. The two views are related by a 180 * rotation about the vertical axis.
Residues that were shifted in the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) structures of the phosphorylated
forms of NtrC, or CheY, versus the unphosphorylated forms are mapped in green, or blue, respectively,
onto the corresponding surface of unphosphorylated CheY. Residues that are affected by
phosphorylation in both NtrC and CheY appear as cyan. (From Stock et al., 2000).
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(Chapter Three). As for CheY, phosphorylation of RssB enhances its affinity for its substrate,
as (Becker et al., 1999; Klauck et al., 2001; Chapter Two). We propose that phosphorylation
becomes important as the concentrations of reaction components begin to compromise the
formation of the binary RssB- as complex and/or the formation of the RssB- CS.tClpXP
degradative complex.
Our work with a D15K mutant of RssB is consistent with this model. RssBD1SK is
analogous to CheYD13K, which is unphosphorylatable due to an inability to coordinate Mg2+
(Bourret et al., 1990; Welch et al., 1994; Chapter Three). A simple "two-step" model would
require that a two-component response regulator is either phosphorylated and 'on/active', or
unphosphorylated and 'off/inactive' (Fig 1.9a). Crystal structures show that RssBD 15K and
CheYD13K adopt the same conformation as unphosphorylated or 'inactive' RssB or CheY,
respectively (Chapter Three; Jiang et al., 1997). Yet both are functionally active, albeit less than
wild-type (Chapter Three; Bourret et al., 1993). These results confirm that neither CheYD 13K
nor RssBD15K is locked into a particular conformation. In Chapter Three, we show evidence that
RssB uses a CheY-like multi-step reaction pathway to go from 'inactive' to 'active'
conformation (Fig 1.9b). In this model, both the 'active' and 'inactive' conformations can be
populated by unphosphorylated forms; phosphorylation and ligand binding reduce the energy
barrier of activation, thus shifting the equilibrium of RssB or CheY toward the active
conformational state. In this 'equilibrium shift' model, as opposed to a rigid two-state model,
achievement of the active conformation does not strictly require phosphorylation, nor does
phosphorylation fix the conformation of RssB.
Regulation ofRssB - An Unsolved Mystery
RssB can be phosphorylated by the small molecule acetyl phosphate; this has greatly
faciliated the study of RssB in vitro. However, acetyl phosphate is not required for proteolysis
of a s in vivo, suggesting that other mechanism/s must be involved (Bouche et al., 1998; Cunning
and Elliott, 1999). As RssB belongs to the two-component response regulator family, its
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Figure 1.9. Two models of RssB activation: a) In a rigid two-state model, phosphorylation is necessary and
sufficient to induce the active conformation. b) In our equilibrium shift model, based on extensive studies with
the RssB homology CheY, unphosphorylated RssB samples both inactive and active conformations.
Phosphorylation and ligand binding both reduce the energy barrier between the inactive and active
conformational, serving to push RssB toward the active state.
physiological phosphodonor is predicted to be a cognate sensor kinase. However, multiple
genetic screens failed to uncover such a cognate sensor-kinase for RssB, leading to the
assumption that several sensor-kinases phosphorylate RssB in a conditionally redundant manner.
Thus, the inactivation of only one would not result in a dramatic phenotype. Given the number
of high level signals that influence proteolysis of as, it is reasonable that several sensor-kinases
converge on this important regulatory protein (Fig 1.6).
RssB is no longer an 'orphan'; directed candidate mutagenesis revealed a role for the
ArcB sensor-kinase in regulating RssB activity (Mika and Hengge, 2005). Further experiments
demonstrated that ArcB is a phosphodonor, but not a phosphatase, for RssB; this is in contrast to
ArcB function with respect to its known response regulator partner, ArcA. Interestingly, o s
regulates ArcA under at least two stress conditions: entry into stationary phase and osmotic
upshift (Weber et al., 2005). ArcA can also act as a transcriptional repressor of as (Sevcik et al.,
2001). Competition between ArcA and RssB for phosphorylation by ArcB unexpectedly
coordinates transcriptional control and proteolytic control of as (Mika and Hengge, 2005). The
sensitivity of the sensor kinase ArcB to energy starvation suggests a model (Fig 1.10) in which
starvation-induced dephosphorylation of ArcB results in residual ArcA, but not RssB,
phosphorylation; this leads to both de-repressed os transcription as well as as stabilization.
Besides activating the starvation response program, increased levels of as also result in
increased expression of arcA and thus synthesis of more ArcA to compete for phosphorylation
with RssB (Mika and Hengge, 2005).
The implications of the ArcB-RssB pairing offers a window into the potential
complexity and interconnectivity of a s regulation through RssB. The discovery of other
proteins which affect RssB phosphorylation, including possible phosphatases, will allow an even
more complete understanding of how RssB activity, and therefore o s activity, is modulated
under various environmental conditions. Almost certainly, other environmental signals will be
found to converge upon RssB through sensor-kinase dependent phosphorylation, phosphatase
dependent dephosphorylation, or inhibition of phosphorylation. High level signals likely use
additional mechanisms to regulate RssB activity as well. RssB levels in the cell are rate-limiting
for as proteolysis (Pruteanu and Hengge-Aronis, 2002). Thus, any significant increases in os
synthesis, as during osmotic shock, can titrate RssB and lead to stabilization of o s . Since RssB
is homeostatically controlled by o s levels, the range of titration control is carefully limited
(Pruteanu and Hengge-Aronis, 2002). RssB function can also be regulated by signals, like
ppGpp, that increase or decrease the success of as in partnering with RNA core polymerase
(Jishage et al., 2002). As part of a holoenzyme, as-RssB formation is inhibited. Finally, the
discovery of the first anti-anti-a factor for RssB suggests that more inhibitors of RssB- a s
association are likely to be discovered (Bougdour et al., 2006).
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Figure 1.10. Three-component system involving the response regulators RssB and ArcA, and their cognate
sensor kinase, ArcB. Competition between ArcA and RssB for phosphorylation by ArcB coordinates the
transcriptional and proteolytic control of as (Mika and Hengge, 2005). Under certain stress conditions, ArcA
acts as a transcriptional repressor of as (Sevcik et al., 2001). In contrast, as increases transcription of arcA.
Starvation-induced dephosphorylation of ArcB results in residual ArcA, but not RssB, phosphorylation; this
leads to both de-repressed as transcription as well as as stabilization. Besides activating the starvation
response program, increased levels of as also result in increased expression of arcA, and thus synthesis of
more ArcA to compete for phosphorylation with RssB (Mika and Hengge, 2005).
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A GENERAL MODEL OF ADAPTOR FUNCTION
As mentioned above, there are three known adaptors for ClpXP: SspB, which delivers
ssrA-tagged proteins and N-RseA (Flynn et al., 2004; Levchenko et al., 2000); UmuD, which
delivers a proteolytically processed form of itself, UmuD' (Gonzalez et al., 2000); and RssB,
which delivers the master response regulator as (Zhou et al., 2001). RssB was the first of the
three adaptor protein to be discovered (Bearson et al., 1996; Muffler et al., 1996a; Pratt and
Silhavy, 1996). Yet more than a decade later, many details about its activity remain a mystery.
We know a great deal more about SspB; biochemical and bioengineering experiments have
illuminated its mode of interaction with both substrates and protease, independently and as part
of a delivery complex. The mechanism of SspB-mediated substrate delivery to ClpXP has thus
become the model for understanding adaptor function in general. In this section, we describe
what we know about how SspB delivers its cargo to ClpXP. After using insights from studies of
UmuD to extract common features, we then present the currently accepted model of adaptor
function. Finally, we discuss how the mechanism of RssB-mediated substrate delivery (see
Chapter Two) fits the current SspB-based model in some ways while expanding it in others.
The SspB protein exists as a dimer (Wah et al., 2002). Each monomer is composed of
three distinct regions: an N-terminal substrate-binding domain, a short C-terminal peptide that
mediates interactions with ClpX; and a flexible linker region that joins the two (Levchenko et
al., 2003; Wah et al., 2003). SspB is known to delivery at least two substrates: ssrA-tagged
proteins and N-RseA (Flynn et al., 2004; Levchenko et al., 2000). Both are recognized by short
peptide sequences, which fit neatly, albeit in different orientations, into SspB's substrate binding
groove (Flynn et al., 2001; Levchenko et al., 2005; Levchenko et al., 2003). Bivalent
interactions of SspB's C-termini with the N-domain of ClpX tightly tether the SspB-substrate
complex to ClpX (Fig 1.1 la; Bolon et al, 2004). The result is an increase in the effective
concentration of substrate around ClpXP. This in turn increases the apparent affinity of ClpXP
for the substrate. Following direct hand-off of its cargo to ClpXP, SspB disengages from the
complex. (Bolon, 2004). It is now free for more rounds of substrate binding and delivery.
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Figure 1.11. Adaptor-mediated substrate delivery to CIpXP. By making contacts with the N-terminal domains
of CIpX, adaptors tether their cargo to CIpXP. a) The SspB dimer is shown carrying GFP-ssrA cargo. With its
C-terminal tails, SspB makes bivalent contacts with the N-terminal domains of ClpX. b) UmuD delivers a
processed version of itself UmuD'. With it's N-terminal extension, UmuD makes a monovalent contact with an
N-domain homodimer. c) RssB facilitates proteolysis of the master stress regulator ss . As both its N- and C-
termini are involved in substrate binding, RssB contacts an N-domain dimer with its inter-domain linker region.
Studies with the adaptor protein UmuD indicated that only certain aspects of SspB
function may be generalizable. Unlike SspB, UmuD functions as a monomer, forming a simple
heterodimeric complex with the substrate to be delivered, UmuD' (Gonzalez et al, 2000).
UmuD also does not clasp its substrate UmuD' in a substrate binding groove. As inferred from
structures of the UmuD and UmuD' homodimers, the UmuD-UmuD' complex is stabilized by
association of the two C-termini, including the formation of an intermolecular anti-parallel
structure from their individual f3-strands (Ferentz et al., 1997). Despite such close interaction
between substrate and adaptor, UmuD is not degraded along with UmuD' (Gonzalez et al.,
2000). UmuD interacts with the N-domain of ClpX via a ClpX-binding motif similar to that of
SspB (Neher et al., 2003b; Wah et al., 2003). This 'XB' peptide is located close to the N-
terminus of UmuD (Gonzalez et al., 2000; Neher et al., 2003b). Despite the difference in
location, the two XB motifs provide the same tethering function (Fig 1.1 lb). Replacement of
the ClpX-binding peptide of UmuD with that of SspB in fact increases the efficiency of UmuD'
degradation by ClpXP. That UmuD function can also be competitively inhibited by the isolated
ClpX-binding peptide of SspB suggests that the two adaptors bind to a common site on the N-
domain of ClpX (Neher et al., 2003b).
Comparison of SspB and UmuD function facilitated the construction of a general model
of adaptor-mediated delivery. According to the accepted model, adaptors carry ClpX-binding
sequences at their flexible termini. They use these short peptides with similar amino acid
sequences to tether their binding partners to the N-domain of ClpX. The combination of several
weaker interactions, i.e. adaptor-ClpX, adaptor-substrate, and substrate-ClpX, promotes the
formation of an efficient delivery complex. Thus ClpXP substrates are more efficiently turned
over in the presence of their adaptor. Following substrate handoff to ClpXP, the adaptor protein
is released back into the cytoplasm.
RssB - the maverick adaptor protein
Several features of the general model of adaptor function are conserved in the case of
RssB-a s (Fig 1.11 c). RssB uses a similar ClpX-binding sequence as SspB and UmuD to dock
onto the N-domain of ClpX (Chapter Two). (Interestingly, this ClpX-binding sequence is more
similar to that of UmuD than SspB.) As in the case of SspB and UmuD, RssB facilitates
degradation of its cargo by ClpXP by physically tethering it close to the ClpX processing pore.
The resulting increase in effective concentration promotes degradation of rs . Both SspB and
UmuD combine fairly weak tethering interactions with other weak substrate-protease
interactions to create a robust delivery complex. Consistent with this model, RssB-ClpXP
binary complexes have proved difficult to isolate, probably due to the weakness of the
interaction. However, the interaction between RssB and the N-terminal domain of ClpX, in
combination with the interaction of the intrinsic degradation tag of as with the ClpX processing
pore, stabilizes the quaternary RssB-as-ClpX-ClpP degradative complex enough to allow its
isolation by size chromatography (Zhou et al., 2001). As with SspB and UmuD, RssB is also
released from the complex as as is degraded (Klauck et al., 2001; Zhou et al., 2001).
There are also several important differences between RssB and the two other ClpXP
adaptor proteins. Firstly the regulation of RssB activity is more complex than for SspB or
UmuD. The affinity of RssB for its substrate is modulated by a post-translational modification.
The modification itself is theoretically dependent on environmental conditions. Secondly, in
contrast to SspB and UmuD, RssB is thought to use both its N- and C-termini to bind its
substrate. Thus, formation of the RssB-as complex may induce a conformational change in both
partners (Studemann et al., 2003). We now also realize that assumptions based on SspB and
UmuD regarding the location and specific nature of ClpX-binding motifs in ClpXP adaptor
proteins were overly simplistic. Unlike the other two adaptors, RssB does not use an N- or C-
terminus to mediate interactions with ClpXP during substrate delivery. Instead it uses a ClpX-
binding peptide (RssBxB) uniquely positioned within an inter-domain linker (Fig 1.11 c).
Although RssBxB seems to interact with a common adaptor binding site on the surface of the
ClpX N-domain, mutational analysis reveals that the ClpX-binding peptides of RssB and SspB
make very different molecular contacts with this site (Chapter Two).
Implications of the Model - Competition for ClpXP
In times of stress, or in changing conditions, competition for protein partners is a
common phenomenon within a cell. A well-known example is the titration of DnaK by
unfolded proteins during heat stress. This results in the reduced ability of DnaK to sequester oH
and/or deliver it to FtsH for degradation (Muffler et al., 1997). As a consequence, oH levels rise,
allowing effective competition for RNA core polymerase and induction of a heat shock response
program. The fundamental mechanism of stress responsiveness in bacteria, i.e. formation of a
condition-specific RNA polymerase holoenzyme by exchange of one a factor for another, is in
fact predicated on competition for a limiting reagent (core polymerase) by competing binding
partners (alternate a factors). Thus, we see that intracellular competition for reagents is a
general mechanism by which cells sense a need for change and initiate new responses.
Competition requires that the limiting reagent is titrated by specific interactions with one
factor versus another. There is no evidence that levels of ClpXP change dramatically under
stress conditions. On the other hand, stress conditions can dramatically increase the pool of
ClpXP substrates. Thus competition among substrates and substrate-complexes for ClpXP could
function as an important means of regulating substrate priority. We and others have observed
competition between substrates for ClpXP in vitro (Chien et al., 2007; Wojtyra et al., 2003). A
recent paper provides evidence of competition for ClpXP in vivo. Fredriksson et al demonstrate
that a reduction of translational fidelity upon carbon starvation results in an increase in aberrant
and oxidatively damaged proteins. Occupation with these damaged substrates, and possibly
with SspB-ssrA-protein complexes, titrates ClpXP away from RssBacs. Predictably,
stabilization of aS results in the induction of as-dependent gene expression, thus theoretically
providing a response to the initiating oxidative stress as well as other potential stresses
(Fredriksson et al., 2007).
The use of adaptor proteins by ClpXP adds complexity to the problem of substrate
priorization. Conserved 'tether-and-deliver' mechanisms, which rely on conserved ClpX-
binding motifs that bind a common adaptor binding site, suggest that ClpXP adaptor proteins
have in fact evolved to facilitate competition amongst themselves. As suggested by the results
above and our own work (Chapter Two), competition among adaptor proteins likely constitutes
an additional means of regulating ClpXP activity, especially during the onset of stress. The
relative abundance of adaptor proteins and protease components within the cell makes this
notion feasible (Farrell et al., 2005). The potential outcomes of competition among SspB,
UmuD and RssB also make biological sense: Following extracytoplasmic stress, the newly
created ClpXP substrate N-RseA needs priority over constitutive cellular substrates that may
also be increased under the same conditions. SspB-mediated delivery of N-RseA to ClpXP
enhances the degradation rate of N-RseA, thus contributing to the liberation of aE and the
initiation of the extracytoplasmic stress response. Simultaneously, the SspB-N-RseA complex
inhibits degradation of as. Depending on how long competition for ClpXP lasts, titration of
ClpXP away from as might throw the switch toward as stabilization and induction of a broad
stress response. During carbon starvation, there is an increase in the production of ssrA-tagged
cellular trash. SspB directs flux of this trash to C1pXP, thus effectively competing with
RssB-a s, and again promoting induction of an appropriate starvation stress response. Consistent
with this scenario, ectopic overexpression of ClpP counteracts starvation-induced as
stabilization (Fredriksson et al., 2007). Finally, under conditions of UV-damage, cleavage of the
pro-protein UmuD creates an active DNA repair protein as well as a substrate for ClpXP.
Inability of the UmuD-UmuD' complex to compete for substrate priority would temporally
extend the mutator activity of UmuD' creating more problems than the ones it repaired.
Therefore, UmuD likely outcompetes SspB and RssB for the common adaptor binding site on
ClpX. As in the above examples, prolonged inability of RssB to facilitate as degradation, in
combination with other stress signals, would promote induction of a generalized stress response
to combat the current and potential stress to the cell.
Given the number of important regulatory pathways in which ClpXP is involved,
competition for ClpXP is a likely mechanism for determining which substrates get priority under
a particular set of conditions. Under the adaptor competition model, the protective functions of
a broad stress response are potentially induced under any circumstance that titrates ClpXP
activity away from RssB-as. Thus, ClpXP load can act as a cellular sensor of general stress.
This may explain why aS has evolved to be dependent on RssB for proteolysis. As a regulatable
controller of a s levels that is also potentially sensitive to sudden changes in ClpXP attentive
capacity, RssB clearly provides powerful integration potential for the various signals that
influence cs activity.
CONTRIBUTION OF THIS THESIS
This thesis documents our investigation into the molecular mechanisms of RssB activity.
Structural, functional and biochemical analyses demonstrate that RssB is in fact much more
complex in its workings that previously imagined. Several earlier assumptions and predictions
made about the mechanisms of RssB activity have proven to be, at best, too simple. We
demonstrate that phosphorylation of RssB enhances its activity, but only under non-ideal
conditions; and that surprisingly, a mutation within the Mg2+ co-ordination site of RssB does not
induce the expected radical conformational change within RssB's N-terminal receiver domain.
We also show that, contrary to the assumption in the field, RssB does not make productive
tethering contacts with ClpXP using its C-terminal peptide. Rather, it interacts with ClpX using
a uniquely located ClpX binding sequence within its inter-domain linker. We provide evidence
of an adaptor-binding site on the N-terminal domain of ClpX that is common to all known
ClpXP adaptor proteins. Interestingly, despite the use of similar ClpX-binding motifs,
individual adaptors make different molecular contacts with their common binding site. Finally,
we show here the first in vivo evidence of adaptor competition for ClpXP. Especially under
threatening environmental conditions, adaptor-mediated competition may constitute an
important layer of regulation for ClpXP substrate prioritization.
CHAPTER Two:
ADAPTOR FIGHT CLUB: A UNIQUELY POSITIONED
CLPX-BINDING SEQUENCE WITHIN RssB
PROMOTES COMPETITION WITH SSPB FOR CLPXP
This work was begun as a collaboration with Julia Flynn, PhD, who made the initial independent
observation that trapping of as is affected by cellular levels of SspB. This work will be
published in a shortened format.
Abstract
Regulated proteolysis is important to ensure effective quality control as well as
temporally and spatially appropriate modulation of intracellular regulatory circuits. The AAA+
protease ClpXP is subject to many levels of regulation, among them the use of three known
adaptor proteins, SspB, RssB and UmuD. The use of adaptor proteins by ClpXP serves to
broaden the specificity of the protease, and has also been speculated to allow fine-tuning of
substrate prioritization through adaptor competition. Here we provide the first evidence of
competition in vivo between the two ClpXP adaptor proteins SspB and RssB. Investigation into
the mechanism of adaptor competition points to the existence of a common adaptor-binding site
on the N-domain of ClpX. This site is recognized by ClpX-binding (XB) sequences in the C-
terminal tail of SspB and within the inter-domain flexible linker of RssB. Despite considerable
sequence similarity between RssBx and SspBx B, different molecular contacts are made with the
common adaptor-binding site. Contrary to previous prediction, the C-terminal peptide of RssB
does not seem to play a major role in mediating tethering of RssB during substrate delivery.
Introduction
The importance of regulated proteolysis to protein quality control is exemplified in
Escherichia coli by the process of trans-translation, in which a short peptide tag, the 'ssrA-tag',
is cotranslationally appended to nascent polypeptides whose translation becomes stalled on a
ribosome. ssrA-tagging targets these polypeptides for degradation by intracellular proteases
(Keiler et al., 1996). In the presence of the adaptor protein SspB, ssrA-tagged proteins are
specifically targeted to the ClpXP protease, and are even more rapidly turned over (Flynn et al.,
2001; Wah et al., 2002). Thus, even when present at low concentrations, aberrant or potentially
dangerous truncated proteins are efficiently cleared from the cell.
Regulated proteolysis is also critical for the appropriate response to threatening
environmental conditions, and during recovery from cellular stress. The case of as, a master
stress response regulator, serves as a prime example. o' is one of several alternative a subunits
of RNA polymerase. When in complex with RNA core polymerase, oc modulates the
expression of approximately 10% of the E. coli genome (Weber et al., 2005). o5-dependent
genes are involved in widely disparate functions, including metabolism, protein transport,
adaptation to stress, and protein processing. As one might expect for such an important global
regulator, as itself is subject to a complex network of transcriptional, translational and post-
translational regulation in vivo (Hengge-Aronis, 2002). It is proteolysis, however, that is
primarily responsible for keeping levels of a' low, and therefore for keeping activity of a" in
check, during exponential growth phase (Schweder et al., 1996) and during recovery from
stationary phase (Peterson et al., 2004). Inhibition of proteolysis by a number of stress
conditions, including nutrient starvation and hyperosmolarity for example, raises as levels and
promotes the induction of as-dependent stress response program.
Both ssrA-tagged proteins and the stress response a factor a' are cleared by the AAA+
ClpXP protease. ClpXP is composed of the hexameric ATPase ClpX, and the tetradecameric
serine peptidase, ClpP (Gottesman et al., 1993; Wojtkowiak et al., 1993). ClpX is responsible
for recognition, unfolding and translocation of substrates through its central pore into the
proteolytic cavity of ClpP (Singh et al., 2000). Active sites within this cavity proteolyze the
unfolded substrates into short peptides, which are then extruded into the cellular mileu
(Thompson et al., 1994).
Proteolysis by ClpXP is thus an irreversible process, and one that is necessarily subject
to several levels of regulation. The first level of regulation of ClpXP activity is through
substrate recognition. Specific sequence motifs present in all ClpXP substrates allow their
productive interaction with the unfoldase subunit, ClpX, and subsequent proteolytic processing
(Flynn et al., 2003). In some proteins, ClpX recognition sequences are always exposed; these
proteins are constitutively degraded. ssrA-tagged proteins are one example of this class of
ClpXP substrates. Not all substrates can afford to be recognized and degraded immediately after
synthesis, however. Substrates like the LexA repressor protein and the anti-aE factor RseA
carry cryptic ClpX recognition tags, which become exposed only after a cleavage event (Flynn
et al., 2004; Neher et al., 2003a). Proteolysis of these substrates is thus restricted to precisely
defined conditions. Still other proteins, like ca, require the help of a delivery co-factor, or
adaptor protein, to enhance the efficiency of their interactions with ClpXP and thus their
subsequent degradation. Regulation of the production and activity of the adaptor proteins are
additional ways in which the timing and efficiency of degradation of these substrates can be
modulated.
The regulation of aS by proteolysis has been shown to be affected by the presence of
ssrA-tagged proteins, possibly through requirement for a common protease, ClpXP (Fredriksson
et al., 2007). We demonstrate in this paper that competition between ssrA-tagged proteins and
aC for ClpXP is mediated by their respective adaptor proteins SspB and RssB.
SspB is the best characterized of the three known ClpXP adaptor proteins. Initially
discovered based on its ability to enhance the degradation of of ssrA-tagged proteins, it is now
also known to mediate degradation of the N-terminal domain of the anti-a factor RseA (Flynn et
al., 2004; Levchenko et al., 2000). Much of what is known about adaptor-mediated substrate
binding, delivery, and handoff to ClpXP is based on detailed mechanistic studies of SspB (Sauer
et al., 2004). These studies indicate that contacts made by flexible regions of the adaptor protein
with the N-domain of ClpX serve to tether adaptor-substrate complexes to the ClpXP protease.
The increase in effective concentration of the substrate around the ClpX processing pore results
in an enhanced rate of substrate recognition and turnover. Upon hand-off of the substrate to
ClpXP, the adaptor protein is released for further cycles of substrate binding and delivery.
RssB (also called SprE, MviA or ExpM in various species) is a two-component response
regulator whose only known cargo is o&. The mechanism by which RssB interacts with ClpXP
has been postulated, but not experimentally tested (Dougan et al., 2003). In this paper we show
that the mechanism of RssB-mediated delivery supports the general SspB-based tether-and-
deliver model. RssB requires the N-domain of ClpX to accomplish its delivery function, and
uses an SspB-like ClpX-binding motif to mediate its interactions with ClpX. However, contrary
to previous assumption, the C-terminus of RssB does not mediate tethering of RssB to ClpXP.
Rather, another ClpX-binding motif uniquely positioned within the inter-domain linker region of
RssB provides the critical contacts between RssB and ClpX during substrate delivery.
The role of ClpXP adaptor proteins is not confined to simply expanding the array of
ClpXP substrates. SspB, for example, has been shown to coordinate the substrate profile of two
proteases, ClpXP and ClpAP (Flynn et al., 2001). Like ClpXP, ClpAP is comprised of an
AAA+ specificity subunit, ClpA, which combines with the non-specific serine peptidase ClpP.
In the absence of SspB, both ClpXP and ClpAP are able to degrade ssrA-tagged proteins. This
is because the ssrA peptide tag contains in its sequence distinct recognition elements for each
protease, in addition to the sequence that enables binding by SspB. The SspB-binding sequence,
however, partially overlaps with the recognition element of ClpA. Binding to SspB, then,
effectively partitions ssrA-tagged substrates away from ClpAP to ClpXP. SspB also enhances
turnover of two substrates that are degraded efficiently in its absence: ssrA-tagged proteins and
the N-terminal domain of the anti-c factor RseA (Flynn et al., 2004; Levchenko et al., 2000).
Why would a cell evolve a mechanism for further enhancing the degradation of substrates that
were already efficiently recognized and degraded?
We propose that, besides expanding the substrate space of ClpXP, and facilitating the
partitioning of substrates between proteases, adaptor proteins provide yet another layer of
regulation by allowing competition of adaptor-substrate complexes for the attention of ClpXP.
During sudden environmental changes, such as carbon starvation or UV-damage for example, an
increase in the amount of cellular trash results in a greater need for efficiently recognized
adaptor-substrate complexes. The ability of these complexes to out-compete regular,
constitutively degraded ClpXP substrates would provide an effective and rapid solution to the
problem of substrate prioritization during threatening conditions. As proof of principle for this
model, we demonstrate the occurrence of competition between two adaptor-substrate complexes
in vivo and in vitro. Investigation into the basis of this competition provides strong evidence for
the existence of a common binding site for all adaptors on the N-domain of ClpX.
Results
Essential components for ClpXP-mediated degradation of od
To determine which components were essential for ClpXP-mediated ao degradation, we
used purified proteins to investigate degradation kinetics in a minimal component in vitro
system. Proteolytic turnover of aS is known to be facilitated by the adaptor protein RssB.
However, it has been difficult to quantify RssB's contribution to ao degradation, as to our
knowledge the rate of ao degradation in the absence of RssB has not been rigorously determined.
We followed the kinetics of os degradation under various conditions to test the presumed
requirement for RssB. Under our standard conditions, the ao to ClpXP ratio is 10:1. Under
these conditions, ao was degraded at an initial rate of 0.8 molecules of as per minute per
molecule of ClpX in the presence of its adaptor RssB (Fig 2.1A). No degradation of ao was
observed in the absence of RssB. At a 10-fold higher ClpXP to os ratio, the rate of ao
degradation in the absence of RssB was still negligible, at 0.002 molecules of aS per minute per
molecule of ClpX (Fig 2.1A). We thus quantitatively confirm previous reports that RssB is
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Figure 2.1. Degradation of a s by ClpXP in vitro requires the adaptor protein RssB and the N-
domain of ClpX. A) Under our standard conditions (3uM substrate, 0.3uM ClpX6 + 0. luM
RssB), a s is not visibly degraded by ClpXP after 25 minutes in the absence of the adaptor protein
RssB. In contrast, in the presence of RssB, a s is degraded to completion with a half-life of
approximately 6 minutes. B) At a 1:1 ratio of ys to ClpXP, approximately 20% of as is degraded
over 90 minutes. C) Under standard conditions as in Panel A, as is not visibly degraded by
ClpXlNP after 25 minutes, either in the presence of absence of RssB.
required for ao degradation in vitro (Siddiqui, PhD thesis, MIT, 2004; (Zhou et al., 2001) and in
vivo (Muffler et al. 1996a+; Pratt and Silhavy 1996&).
Using the same in vitro minimal component system, we also investigated other
requirements for ao degradation by ClpXP. We found that when ClpX was replaced by a variant
lacking its N-terminal domain, ao degradation was no longer stimulated by the presence of RssB
(Fig 2.1B). We conclude that the N-domain of ClpX, as well as the protein processing ClpX
core, is required for RssB-mediated degradation of a'.
SspB antagonizes recognition of d by ClpXP in vivo
If RssB is required for oS degradation, then in cells lacking RssB, ClpXP should have
minimal interactions with ca. In a protein trapping experiment similar to the one used initially to
m- bm -
identify ClpX substrates (Flynn et al., 2003), we confirmed this to be true. Interestingly, we also
found that changes in the level of another adaptor protein, SspB, altered the trapping of as.
Briefly, ClpPt P -a tandem affinity-tagged, proteolytically inactive version of ClpP-- was
expressed in cells lacking both ClpP and ClpA, ensuring that ClpX would be the only partner for
ClpPt". The ClpX component of a ClpXPtrap complex recognizes, unfolds and translocates
substrates normally. As ClpPT P is inactive, however, these substrates cannot be degraded.
Rather, they are retained in the internal cavity of ClpPtap, and thus co-purify with ClpXPt"
during affinity chromatography. Following separation from the proteolytic complex, trapped
proteins were identified by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis. As expected, the level of
trapped ac was strikingly lower in cells lacking RssB than in control cells (Fig 2.2A and B).
That there is still some aY trapped in rssB- cells is probably due to the inevitable presence of
misfolded or partially truncated a• translation products. In cells lacking SspB, the amount of ac
trapped was approximately the same as in controls (Fig 2.2C). This is consistent with
experiments that rule out SspB as a delivery factor for oS (data not shown). In contrast,
however, the amount of trapped ao was significantly reduced in cells that expressed four-fold
higher levels of SspB than controls (Fig 2.2D). Having found no evidence to suggest that as
interacts directly with the adaptor protein SspB, we conclude from this result that
overexpression of SspB indirectly blocks access of a• to ClpXPP .
SspB levels also affected the rate of a• degradation in cells expressing ClpXP instead of
ClpXPf P (Fig 2.3). In wild-type cells carrying an empty vector, os was degraded rapidly with a
half-life of approximately 1 minute. In cells expressing 10-fold higher levels of SspB, the rate
of a' degradation was slowed approximately four-fold. Thus, based on both trapping and
degradation, high levels of SspB antagonize productive interactions between ca and ClpXP in
vivo.
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Figure 2.2. RssB and SspB levels both affect trapping of as by ClpXPtraP. In all panels,
proteins that co-purified with ClpXPtr' p resolution were resolved by two-dimensional gel
electrophoresis. The spots corresponding to as are indicated. Proteins were trapped in A)
cells expressing wild-type levels of adaptor proteins, B) cells lacking as-specific adaptor
protein RssB, C) cells lacking a different ClpXP adaptor protein, SspB, and D) cells
expresing four-fold higher levels of SspB.
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Figure 23. SspB-mediated inhibition of c degradation in vivo requires the C-terminal peptide
of SspB. In cells expressing a control plasmid, the half-life of as is approximately 1.5 minutes.
In cells over-expresssing wild-type SspB, the half-life of-' is approximately doubled, The
half-life of a is not affected in cells over-expressing SspB that lacks its C-terminal ClpX-
binding sequence.
SspB and RssB compete for a common adaptor-binding site on ClpX.
Whereas oS degradation was strikingly suppressed in cells over-expressing wild-type
SspB, the rate of as degradation was unaffected in cells expressing SspBAXB , a truncated variant
of SspB that lacks its ten final residues (Fig 2.3). These residues comprise a ClpX-binding (XB)
motif that has been shown to mediate SspB interactions with the ClpX N-terminal domain
(Bolon et al., 2004; Wah et al., 2003).
Does SspB inhibit as degradation by competing with the &s delivery protein, RssB, for
its docking site on the N-domain of ClpX? Use of our in vitro minimal component system
allowed us to investigate this possibility. RssB-mediated aS degradation in vitro was unaffected
by the presence of the ClpXP substrate GFP-ssrA. However, ao degradation was strikingly
inhibited upon addition of the same amount of GFP-ssrA in combination with SspB (Fig 2.4A).
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Figure 2.4. RssB-mediated degradation of ao by ClpXP can be inhibited in vitro by A) SspB-GFP-
ssrA complex or B) by high concentrations of the C-terminal peptide of SspB. All reactions
contain 3uM as, 0.3uM ClpX6 , 0.8uM ClpP 14 and 0. luM RssB in the presence of 25mM acetyl
phosphate. When added, GFP-ssrA and SspB are at 12uM and 3 uM of monomer respectively.
Although addition of just SspB to the reaction did not inhibit RssB-mediated c? degradation
(data not shown), this result can be explained by the fact that the SspB*GFP-ssrA complex has a
10-fold higher affinity for ClpX than SspB dimer alone (Hersch et al., 2004; Wah et al., 2002).
These results argue that it is not occupation of the ClpXP processing pore, but rather occupation
of the N-domain of ClpX that interferes with o? degradation. Indeed, we found that at high
enough concentrations the short SspBxB peptide alone was sufficient to mediate competition
with RssBoaS and inhibit ao degradation by ClpXP (Fig 2.4B).
That the ClpX-binding peptide of SspB is both necessary and sufficient to inhibit RssB-
mediated o' degradation by ClpXP suggests a model (Fig 2.5) in which an SspB*substrate
complex (e.g. SspB*GFP-ssrA) competes efficiently with RssB*oa for access to ClpXP by
blocking RssB's adaptor-binding site located on the N-terminal domain of ClpX.
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Figure 2.5. A cartoon model of adaptor competition. A) Diagram of the SspB dimer in
complex with two molecules of GFP-ssrA. B) RssB in complex with a3. C) The ClpXP
protease. D) Competition between RssB-* and SspB*GFP-ssrA for a common adaptor
binding site on the N-domain of ClpX.
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The C-terminus ofRssB does not function as a ClpX binding sequence.
A published alignment of SspBs and RssBs suggested the existence of a ClpX-binding
motif on the C-terminal tail of RssB (Dougan et al., 2003). Based on this prediction, the C-
terminus of RssB has since been assumed to function as an SspB-like tethering motif. We tested
this assumption -the ability of this predicted sequence to interact with ClpX- using both physical
and functional assays. Fluorescence anisotropy assays allow us to detect binding of a
fluorescently labeled peptide to an unlabeled protein, in this case the isolated N-domain of ClpX.
Free peptide, which tumbles quickly, has a low anisotropy; bound peptide, tumbling at the slower
tumbling frequency of the complex, has a high anisotropy. An affinity constant can be
determined from the change in anisotropy observed over a range of protein concentrations.
Consistent with previous reports (Bolon et al., 2004; Thibault et al., 2006; Wah et al., 2003), the
C-terminal peptide of SspB, SspBxB, bound to the N-domain of ClpX with an affinity of 28uM
(Fig 2.6A). However, even at high concentrations of ClpX N-domain, the peptide containing the
C-terminal eleven residues of RssB (RssBcll) interacted too weakly with the isolated N-domain of
ClpX for a binding constant to be determined.
We considered the possibility that the RssBcll peptide makes a weak but necessary
contribution to the RssB-ClpX interaction. Such weak interactions in the context of full-length
proteins may be enough to promote productive substrate delivery. The obvious test would be to
assay substrate delivery by RssB lacking its C-terminal peptide (RssBAc"I). However, previous
literature has indicated that the C-terminus of RssB is important/ necessary for substrate binding
(Klauck et al., 2001). If true, a compromise in the efficiency of RssB-mediated ao degradation
would not necessarily establish the inabilityRssBAc ll to bind ClpX; the result would be
confounded by the inability of RssBAcIl to bind substrate in the first place. We therefore did not
assay the function of RssBcll using a C-terminal deletion mutant.
To cleanly test ClpX-binding function of RssB's C-terminus, we constructed a tethering
variant of SspB, SspB-RssBcl5. In this chimera, the ClpX-binding C-terminal peptide of SspB,
SspBxB, is replaced by the C-terminal fifteen amino acids of RssB. In the context of an SspB
dimer, the SspBx' peptide has a 20-fold higher affinity (Wah et al., 2002). We predicted that if
RssBc15 contains a functional ClpX-binding sequence, then the SspB-RssBCl 5 chimera should be
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Figure 2.6. The C-terminus of RssB is not functionally equivalent to the C-terminus of SspB.
A) As assayed by fluorescence anisotropy, the C-terminalpeptide of SspB binds to the isolated
N-domain of ClpX with a Kd of 28uM. In contrast, the C-terminal peptide of RssB binds very
weakly, if at all. B) Degradation of the GFP-ssrA variant GFP-DAS is strongly dependent on
SspB for ClpXP-mediated proteolysis. An SspB variant carrying the last 11 residues of RssB in
place of its C-terminal X-binding peptide does not enhance GFP-DAS degradation by ClpXP.
able to tether a normal SspB-binding substrate to ClpXP, and thereby enhance its degradation. In
fact, we found that SspB-RssBcl 5 was unable to enhance degradation of either GFP-ssrA, a well-
characterized ClpXP substrate (data not shown) or GFP-DAS, a variant of GFP-ssrA that is
strongly dependent on SspB for degradation (Fig 2.6B; McGiness et al., 2006). We find these
data to be conclusive evidence that the C-terminal tail of RssB is not functionally equivalent to the
ClpX-binding C-terminal tail of SspB.
RssB's ClpX-binding sequence is located within its inter-domain linker.
To identify a functional ClpX-binding sequence, we looked for the presence of
unstructured regions in RssB that might be responsible for mediating interactions with the ClpX
N-domain. Partial digestion of RssB with trypsin resulted in rapid cleavage of RssB after Arg115,
followed by cleavage at residues Arg 132 and Arg138 (Fig 2.7A). We conclude that RssB is
composed of an N-terminal and a C-terminal domain separated by a relatively unstructured
linker peptide. When RssB was pre-incubated with ClpX N-domain prior to tryptic digestion,
cleavages at Arg"'1 and Arg' 32 are slowed (Fig 2.7B), suggesting that the N-domain of ClpX
might be binding to and protecting one or both of these areas.
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Figure 2.7. A) Partial trypsin digestion of RssB reveals that the two domains of RssB are
separated by a flexible protease-sensitive linker region. B) This linker region is differentially
cleaved by trypsin when RssB is pre-incubated with the N-terminal domain of ClpX, suggesting
that the N-terminal domain binds to and protects the arginine residues at positions 116 and 133.
A nested set of fluoresecently labeled peptides spanning the suspected ClpX-binding
region of RssB was used to locate the RssB-ClpX interactions more precisely within the RssB
linker region. Using fluorescence anisotropy again as a measure of binding, two out of the five
RssB peptides bound to the isolated ClpX N-domain (Fig 2.8A). Both of these peptides contain
Arg"115, the upstream trypsin cleavage site, but not Arg' 32 (Fig 2.8B). Binding of the N-domain
around Arg'1 5 must induce a conformational change in RssB that protects the previously
accessible residue Arg' 32 as well.
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Figure 2.8. The RssB ClpX-binding motif is located in an internal linker region. A) A set of
five peptide spanning the protease-sensitive portion of the RssB internal linker were assayed by
fluorescence anisotropy for binding to the isolated N-domains of ClpX. B) The two peptides
that displayed affinity for the N-domains of CIpX overlapped by eight residues. C) A sequence
similar to the ClpX-binding motifs of SspB and UmuD is contained within the eight overlapping
residues. Positive and negative residues are highlighted in blue and red, respectively.
The putative ClpX-binding sequence, RssBXB, consists of the eight amino acids common
to both ClpX-binding peptides. These include a five amino acid sequence similar to the ClpX-
binding sequences of the other two known ClpXP adaptor proteins (Fig 2.8C).
Although the sequences of RssBxB and UmuDx B are very similar in character, SspBxB
has some unique differences in its composition. How important are these differences? Are the
molecular contacts made between the RssBx B sequence and the ClpX N-domain the same or
different from contacts made by SspB'X? To answer these questions, we determined the
contribution of each residue within RssBxB to the overall binding affinity for the isolated N-
domain of ClpX. We compared these results with the results of the same experiment carried out
for SspBxB. An alanine scan set of fluorescently labeled peptides was constructed for each XB
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sequence; for each set, binding to the isolated ClpX N-domain was tested by fluorescence
anisotropy. As compared to the control peptide, binding affinity of RssBx' did not change
significantly when its first four or last three amino acids were changed to alanine. The
RssBXB:R ll7A peptide, however, showed a significantly increased binding affinity, indicating a
critical role for Arg' 17 in the binding interaction between the ClpX N-domain and RssBX" (Fig
2.9B). In contrast to the inconsequential change in binding affinity when RssBXB:Ll 6 was
mutated, SspBLl 61 was critical for the SspB)X binding interaction; furthermore, whereas RssBRl 17
was critical for binding, SspBR162 was inconsequential to the affinity of SspBx' for the isolated
N-domain of ClpX (Fig 2.9A; Dougan et al., 2003; Wah et al., 2003). These results suggest that
if RssBX" and SspBx' bind to and compete for a common binding site on ClpX, they make
different molecular contacts with that binding site.
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Figure 2.9. Conserved residues make different contributions to ClpX-binding affinity in the
context of RssB versus SspB. The importance of each residue within A) the SspBXB sequence
and B) the RssBXB sequence was analyzed using an alanine scan set ofpeptides. Each peptide
was tested for binding to the N-domain of ClpX by fluoresence anisotropy. The affinity of
each peptide is shown relative to the afinity of the relevant control sequence.
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An RssB linker region mutant is defective in interaction with the N-domain of ClpX.
To assess the importance of the identified RssBXB sequence for tethering RssB to ClpX
during delivery of s' for degradation, the full-length RssBRl 7A mutant was cloned and purified.
We predicted that, if the RssB xB sequence is critical for the docking of RssB onto the N-domain
of ClpX, then mutation of Arg 17 -the key ClpX-binding residue within the RssBxB sequence-
would result in an RssB variant that is defective in delivery of ao to ClpX. This turned out to be
the case. Under our standard in vitro conditions, as was degraded less efficiently in the presence
of RssBRlI 7A versus RssBWT). The rate of RssBW'-mediated as degradation could be achieved by
increasing the concentration of RssBRIl 7A three-fold (data not shown). However, a reduction in as
degradation efficiency, does not establish that RssB is defective in interaction with ClpX. As the
binary interaction between RssB and ClpX has been difficult to show directly, other possible
mechanisms by which RssB activity could be compromised -phosphorylation and substrate
binding- must be ruled out before we can conclude that the observed defect in RssBR 1
7A
function is due to a disruption in the RssB-ClpX interaction.
Although early literature stressed that phosphorylation is crucial for RssB function
(Becker et al., 1999; Becker et al., 2000; Klauck et al., 2001; Zhou et al., 2001), recent work has
shown that whereas phosphorylation serves to enhance RssB function under certain conditions, it
is not essential to the activity of RssB in vivo (Peterson et al., 2004). For simplicity of
interpretation, we tested RssBRI 17A activity using in vitro conditions under which the activity of
wild-type RssB is the same regardless of the presence or absence of phosphodonor (see Chapter
Three)). Under these conditions, in the absence of a phosphodonor, RssBRlI 7A was clearly still
defective as compared to wild-type RssB in delivery of &s to ClpX (Fig 2.10A). It is therefore
unlikely that the reduced function of RssBRI17A can be explained as simply the result of a defect in
phosphorylation.
Co-precipitation experiments were performed to determine whether the reduced activity of
the RssBRI 17A variant could be explained by a defect in as binding. Again, to minimize
complexity of interpretation, the affinities of wild-type RssB and RssBR117A for as were compared
in the absence of RssB phorphorylation. Under these conditions the wildtype and mutant variants
of RssB interact with oS with comparable affinity (Fig 2.10B).
The high concentrations of protein used in these precipitation experiments may mask less
pronounced differences in affinity; however, the fact that substrate binding by RssBRl117A was not
dramatically compromised suggests that the defect in RssBR1 17A activity is not due to an inability
to bind substrate. Together, these results suggest that the reduced ability of RssBR 17A to facilitate
degradation of acr to ClpXP is at least in part a consequence of a weakened tethering interaction
with the adaptor-binding site on the N-domain of ClpX.
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Figure 2.10. Reduced activity of RssB-R117A cannot be explained by defects in
phosphorylation or c(s binding. A) Under conditions where RssB activity is independent of
phosphorylation status, RssBR117A is still defective, as compared to wild type RssB, in
delivery of as to ClpXP for degradation. B) In the absence ofphosphodonor, os was
pulled down with Ni++/NTA beads in the absence of RssB as well as in the presence of
wild type RssB and RssBRI17A. For technical reasons, high concentrations (3uM) of RssB
variant were used.
Discussion
RssB enhances the rate of oa degradation approximately 100-fold
Although the adaptor protein RssB clearly facilitates ClpXP-mediated degradation of a s, it
has been difficult to determine in vivo the extent to which RssB is important in a' turnover. E.
coli cells lacking RssB show higher levels of oa in log phase as compared to wild-type cells
(Muffler et al., 1996a; Pratt and Silhavy, 1996). Nevertheless, such cells still experience log
phase growth; during their transition to stationary phase, these cells still accumulate additional aS.
The precise contribution of the RssB deletion to the amount and activity of as in these cells is
undoubtedly confounded by the multiplicity of mechanisms that regulate the synthesis, stability
and activity of ao (Hengge-Aronis, 2002). To quantitatively understand the role of RssB in
ClpXP-mediated as proteolysis, we use a defined in vitro minimal component system to compare
the kinetics of RssB-mediated and RssB-independent as degradation. We show that RssB
enhances as degradation on the order of 100-fold, confirmning previous reports that RssB is
critically important for efficient ClpXP-mediated degradation of a'.
SspB and RssB compete for a common docking site on ClpX
We demonstrate that another ClpXP adaptor protein, SspB, can inhibit RssB-mediated
proteolysis in vivo and in vitro. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the C-terminal peptide of SspB,
SspBXB, is both necessary and sufficient to effect this inhibition (Figs 2.3 and 2.4B). The role of
SspBx' in tethering delivery complexes to the N-domain of ClpX has been well established
(Bolon et al., 2004; Dougan et al., 2003; Thibault et al., 2006; Wah et al., 2003; Wojtyra et al.,
2003). Thus, our results connect the ability of SspB to bind the N-domain of ClpX with the
ability of SspB to inhibit ao degradation. Consistent with this connection is our finding that the
N-domain of ClpX is essential for RssB-mediated degradation of as: in the absence of the N-
domain, the rate of RssB-mediated a s degradation is reduced at least 100-fold (Fig 2.1B; Siddiqui,
PhD thesis, MIT, 2004).
Together, these data indicate that RssB, like SspB, accomplishes its delivery function by
using interactions with the N-domain of ClpX to tether its cargo close to the ClpX pore.
'Tethering' interactions serve to increase the effective concentration of substrate around the
ClpXP, thereby enhancing the efficiency of substrate recognition and proteolysis (Wah et al.,
2002; Wah et al., 2003). We postulated that, if both delivery proteins RssB and SspB use the
ClpX N-domain as a docking station prior to substrate handoff, then SspB may be inhibiting os
degradation by competing with RssB for a common docking site on the N-domain of ClpX.
Competition for ClpXP tunes the substrate profile to cellular conditions
Competition for the attention of ClpXP can be a powerful way of regulating substrate
priority to address the changing needs of the cell. During carbon starvation, for example, RssB-
mediated ao proteolysis by ClpXP decreases as the increase in aberrant and oxidatively damaged
proteins overwhelms the limited supply of ClpP (Fredriksson et al., 2007). Under these
conditions, competition between an increasing number of SspB-ssrA complexes and a fairly
constant low level of RssB-ao complexes leads to more efficient clearance of 'cellular trash'; at
the same time, it promotes the accumulation of o'. An increase in o' levels combined with
nutrient depletion signals in turn activates a downstream starvation response program to lessen the
impact of carbon depletion on the cell.
Decreased interaction between ClpXP and a" has also been observed following the
induction of DNA damage (Neher et al., 2006). This makes sense, as certain SOS genes within
the aS regulon contribute to recovery and cell survival (Layton and Foster, 2003). Direct
competition between known adaptor proteins is unlikely to account for the reduced as-ClpXP
interaction under these conditions, as neither RssB nor SspB levels were observed to be altered
following DNA damage (Neher et al., 2006). Protection of o' may be due to increased interaction
with RNA core polymerase. However, since similar results were observed with the ClpXP
substrate Dps (a substrate that has also been postulated to use an adaptor), it has been speculated
that DNA damage may upregulate the production of a protein that specifically
antagonizes adaptor-mediated interactions with ClpXP (Neher et al., 2006). Use of the very same
docking site by adaptors thus allows fine-tuning of substrate prioritization that could not be
achieved if substrates competed only for the processing pore.
Although postulated several times in the literature, competition between and among
adaptor proteins is not yet well understood (Bolon et al., 2004; Dougan et al., 2003; Hersch et al.,
2004; Neher et al., 2003b). Consistent with our work, experiments using short peptides suggest
that several substrates and adaptors may compete for the docking site used by SspB, including the
dimeric substrate XO (Thibault et al., 2006), and the two adaptor proteins RssB (S. Siddiqui, PhD
thesis, MIT, 2004) and UmuD (Neher et al., 2003b). The fact that SspB can make divalent
contacts with ClpXP may give SspB-bound substrates an advantage over direct-recognition
substrates or substrates delivered by monovalent adaptors (Bolon et al., 2004). For example, the
C. crescentus version of SspB, SspBa, shifts ClpXP attention from the direct-recognition
substrate CtrA to the SspBa-GFP-ssrA complex in vitro (Chien et al., 2007). Interestingly, SspB
binds the ssrA tag very close to the ClpX-recognition element, creating steric clash between SspB
and ClpX during substrate recognition. This steric clash is more than adequately compensated for
by the favorable tethering interaction contributed by SspB. However, once bound by SspB, ssrA-
tagged proteins become weaker adaptor-independent substrates of ClpXP (Hersch et al., 2004).
This intriguing feature of the SspB-ssrA complex results in the degradation of bound ssrA-tagged
proteins becoming dependent on delivery by SspB, and subject to the same regulation as SspB.
Indeed, the positioning of the SspB and ClpX recognition sites in such close proximity within the
ssrA-tag may have evolved specifically to maintain the ability of other substrates and
adaptor-substrate complexes to compete with ssrA-tagged proteins for access to ClpXP when
necessary.
RssB does not use its C-terminus to mediate contact with ClpX
We wanted to determine how far the similarity between RssB and SspB extends. If RssB
indeed uses the ClpX N-domain as a landing pad during substrate delivery, does it also use
a similar region as SspB to mediate its interactions with ClpX? Dougan et al hypothesized in
2003 that RssB and SspB both interact with ClpX via a consensus sequence located within their
C-terminal peptides. This hypothesis was supported only by a sequence alignment (Dougan et al.,
2003). Despite a lack of experimental evidence, it has since become accepted in the field that
RssB uses its C-terminal peptide in SspB-like fashion to tether itself to ClpX during substrate
delivery. Testing of this hypothesis, however, proves it to be incorrect.
The C-terminal peptide postulated by Dougan et al to be an SspB-like X-binding motif of
RssB does not bind to the isolated N-domain of ClpX (Fig 2.6A). Nor does it act as a functional
tether in the context of a chimeric adaptor protein (Fig 2.6B). Previously, the chimeric UmuD-
SspBx' adaptor protein was shown to retain UmuD function; in fact, binding of UmuD to ClpX
using the SspBx' sequence enabled even more efficient delivery of its substrate to ClpXP (Neher
et al., 2003b). In our case, since the C-terminus of RssB has been postulated to be involved in
substrate binding (Klauck et al., 2001), we replaced the C-terminus of SspB with the putative
RssB ClpX-binding motif, instead of vice versa. The creation of an SspB-RssB tethering variant
was also attractive for two other reasons. Firstly, SspB functions as a dimer. Bivalent contact
with ClpX results in a much higher affinity for the adaptor-substrate complex (Bolon et al., 2004).
In this context then, even a very weak binding interaction by the RssBc 15 peptide should be
functionally useful. Secondly, previous experiments have shown that SspB is able to withstand
large changes to its tail and still deliver its substrate cargo (McGinness et al., 2007; Wah et al.,
2003). Thus, even if the RssBC 5 peptide is positioned in a different orientation from the SspBXB
peptide on the ClpX N-domain, causing a twist or kink in the tail of SspB, substrate handoff
should still be able to occur. We are confident that, as long as SspB-RssBc'5 was able to make
productive interactions with the N-domain of ClpX, then it should have enhanced the degradation
of any SspB cargo. This was not the case (Fig 2.6B). These data demonstrate that the C-terminal
peptide of RssB is unlikely to be mediating the requisite productive binding interactions with
ClpX during substrate delivery.
Identification ofa ClpX-binding sequence within the inter-domain linker ofRssB
Our results demonstrate that RssB contains a functional ClpX-binding sequence (RssBxB)
within its flexible inter-domain linker. We define this linker region based on the tryptic cleavage
pattern of RssB, which indicates that residues 115-138 are not protected by the tight folding
characteristic of a domain. A precise delineation of where the functional N-terminal receiver
domain ends and the C-terminal output domain begins has been more difficult. Based on
comparison with other response regulators, RssBl 124 is expected to form the complete receiver
domain. The beginning of the output domain is more speculative, as it is based on secondary
predictions only. The Hengge laboratory used three different start points (amino acids 111, 133
and 161) to create a C-terminal output domain construct and two different endpoints (124 and
149) to create an N-terminal receiver domain construct; however, none of these protein varrients
were able to complement an rssB mutation, interact with os or inhibit as-dependent gene
expression. Thus, no insight into the length or precise location of the linker region could be
obtained; additionally, both domains of RssB were assumed necessary for productive interaction
with o~ (Klauck et al., 2001). In contrast, the Gottesman laboratory reports a stable, sequestering
interaction between RssB, ao and ClpXP when up to 100 amino acids have been removed from the
C-terminal output domain of RssB (Hengge and Bukau, 2003). This report indicates that the
binding of o" does not require both complete domains of RssB; furthermore, it proposes a role for
the C-terminus of RssB in promoting the disassociation of the quaternary degradative complex
necessary for substrate degradation to occur. With regards to location of the RssB linker region,
this report is consistent with our own findings: an independent ClpX-binding region located
around Arg'17 should not be affected by a C-terminal truncation.
Despite sequence similarity, SspBx and RssB1 engage differently with ClpX
RssBXB includes a five amino-acid sequence similar to the ClpX-binding regions of the
adaptor proteins SspB (Dougan et al., 2003; Wah et al., 2003) and UmuD (Neher et al., 2003b).
Previous experiments have shown that the ClpX-binding region of SspB is functionally
interchangeable with that of UmuD (Neher et al., 2003b). This phenomenon is consistent with the
current model that ClpXP adaptor proteins bind to a single site on the N-domain of ClpX.
Together, the observed competition between SspB and RssB, mediated by the C-terminal X-
binding region of SspB; dependence of RssB function on the N-domain of ClpX; and the striking
similarity between the putative RssBx' sequence and the UmuDXB sequence, suggest that RssB
binds to the same adaptor-binding site as SspB and UmuD.
Unexpectedly, peptide experiments reveal that the molecular contacts made between RssB
and the adaptor-binding site are quite different from those made between SspB and the same site.
For RssB, Arg' 17 is critical for binding to the N-domain; for SspB the critical residue is Leu 161
(Fig 2.9). These results are consistent with functional studies of full-length SspB, in which a
mutation in Leu 161, but not in any other of the residues, substantially compromised the ability of
SspB to deliver GFP-ssrA to ClpXP (Dougan et al., 2003; Wah et al., 2003). Similarly, a similar
functional analysis of the RssBRll 7A mutant reveals a defect in substrate delivery that is due, at
least in part, to a weakening of RssB-ClpX interactions.
Taken together, our data support the notion that all known adaptor proteins for ClpXP
bind a common site or overlapping site on the N-domain of ClpX, even if they make different
molecular contacts with this site. Competition among adaptors for this binding site is likely to be
a way of regulating substrate priority under different environmental conditions.
Implications of an internal ClpX-binding sequence
Our finding that the RssBx) motif is contained within an internal region of RssB may
explain why the binary RssB-ClpX complex has proved so elusive. In all likelihood, the internal
ClpX-binding sequence in RssB is inaccessible or improperly oriented in free RssB. We know
that upon binding its adaptor, o" changes its conformation to expose its previously buried N-
terminal degradation motif (Studemann et al., 2003). RssB may also undergo a conformational
change at this time, resulting in the exposure and orientation of its internal linker region. Whereas
binding of ClpX by either the RssB or aS alone may be insufficient to stabilize either
the RssB-ClpXP or as.ClpXP binary complex, the simultaneous exposure of a ClpX-binding
sequence on RssB and a ClpX-recognition tag on the substrate o' would strongly favor the
formation of a productive RssB-o.aClpXP complex. Indeed, in support of such a model, the GFP-
ssrA-SspB complex has been shown to have a higher affinity for ClpXP than either GFP-ssrA or
SspB alone, due to the combined effect of multiple interactions (Hersch et al., 2004; Wah et al.,
2002).
Comparing and contrasting the ClpXP adaptor proteins
The model of adaptor function has been based primarily on work done with SspB.
According to this model, adaptor proteins function as leashes or tethers that bring specific
substrates into close proximity with the proteolytic machinery. Increased local concentration of a
substrate around the processing pore of ClpX results in enhanced efficiency of that substrate's
recognition and degradation. This model was extended to UmuD, and can now be considered
generally true for all three known ClpXP adaptors.
Although the general 'tether-and-deliver' principle of adaptor function appears to hold
true for SspB, RssB and UmuD, the more mechanistic details of the process are less well
conserved. SspB functions as a dimer, making two tethering contacts with ClpX for efficient
delivery of its cargo (Bolon et al., 2004). In contrast, RssB and UmuD both function as
monomers, each forming a heterodimer with its substrate cargo (Frank et al., 1996; Gonzalez et
al., 2000; Klauck et al., 2001; Neher et al., 2003b). As far as we know, SspB activity is not
subject to regulation by post-translational modification, whereas RssB function has been shown to
be enhanced by aspartate phophorylation (Cunning and Elliott, 1999; Klauck et al., 2001; Moreno
et al., 2000). In dramatic contrast to both, UmuD adaptor function is irreversibly terminated
following proteolytic cleavage of its X-binding N-terminus (Gonzalez et al., 2000; Neher et al.,
2003b). SspB functions as an adaptor for ssrA-tagged substrates as well as the protein RseA
(Flynn et al., 2004; Levchenko et al., 2005); preliminary evidence suggests that SspB may also
enhance ClpXP-mediated degradation of other substrates (Flynn et al., 2004); RssB and UmuD
are specific for ao and UmuD', respectively. SspB binds its substrate cargo using its N-terminal
domain (Levchenko et al., 2005; Levchenko et al., 2003; Song and Eck, 2003), and binds ClpX
using its flexible C-terminus. UmuD binds ClpX with its flexible N-terminus (Neher et al.,
2003b); its C-terminus forms structured P-strands that partner with the C-terminal 3-strands of its
binding partner (Ferentz et al., 1997). In the case of RssB, both the N-terminal and C-terminal
domains appear to be involved in substrate binding (Klauck et al., 2001). This could explain why,
contrary to popular assumption, the C-terminus of RssB is not the primary site of interaction with
ClpX. Indeed, we demonstrate that the functional ClpX-binding sequence of RssB is contained
within an inter-domain flexible linker.
Topics for further study
A number of questions remain to be answered. Further investigation is underway to fully
understand the role of phosphorylation on the various steps of RssB-mediated degradation of a".
Recently small proteins that regulate adaptor function have been identified (Bougdour et al.,
2006). The role of such proteins has not been touched upon in this work. The study of such
proteins within the context of our in vitro system should provide further insight into possible
mechanisms of interaction and regulation inside the cell. Finally, our data strongly suggest the
presence of a common adaptor-binding site on the N-domain of ClpX. Investigation of the
location and molecular characteristics of this site will provide valuable information about the
proteolytic machine ClpXP itself as well as adaptor-mediated regulation of substrate turnover.
Materials and Methods
Strains and Plasmids
Strains used for in vivo trapping experiments were the ClpXP'ap-expressing strain JF162 (W3110
clpP::cat clpA::kan AsmpB-1/pJF105), or variants of JF162 that are additionally rssB- (JF243),
sspB- (JF259), or carry the SspB overexpression plasmidpJFl23 (JF352). All strains were
created as previously described (Flynn et al, 2003; Flynn, PhD thesis, MIT, 2005).
The pTrc99a-SspB and pTrc99a-SspB' 1 "55 plasmids were made by modifying the
prokaryotic expression plasmid pTrc99a as follows. The wild-type SspB sequence was PCR
amplified from genomic DNA using primers that placed NcoI and BamHI restriction sites on
either side. Both the PCR product and empty Trc99a vector were digested with NcoI and BamHI
restriction enzymes. The products were ligated to form pTrc99a-SspB. pTrc99a-SspB' 1155 was
created from pTrc99a-SspB using the standard Quikchange protocol (Stratagene) to delete the
sequence encoding the last ten amino acid residues of SspB.
All E. coli strains were grown in LB media.
Purified Proteins and Peptides
SspB variants (Levchenko et al., 2000), GFP-ssrA (Yakhnin et al., 1998), GFP-DAS (McGinness
et al., 2007). ClpX (Flynn et al., 2003), ClpXAN (XXXX), ClpX N-domain (Siddiqui, PhD thesis,
MIT, 2004), ClpP-His6 (Kim et al., 2000), His6-RssB and as (Levchenko et al., in progress) were
purified as described. For all in vitro experiments Hiss6-tagged RssB was used, since previous
literature has shown that tagged RssB is functionally interchangeable with untagged RssB and is
less prone to aggregation (Klauck et al., 2001). His6-RssBR 17A was purified essentially as His6-
RssB. Details can be provided upon request.
The following N-terminally fluoresceinated peptides were used:
SspBXB: CRGGRPALRVVK; RssBcll: CGGRLRLMLSAE;
KKGRHGWLRLGVEDVLLKPVKD; KKGRHGWLLKPVKDLNRLREMV;
KKGRHGWLNRLREMVFACLYPSMFN; KKGRHGWSRVEEEERLFRDWDAM;
KKGRHGWPSMFNSRVEEEERLFRD; KKGRHGWLNRLREMVFAS;
KKGRHGWANRLREMVFAS; KKGRHGWLARLREMVFAS; KKGRHGWLNALREMVFAS;
KKGRHGWLNRAREMVFAS; KKGRHGWLNRLAEMVFAS; KKGRHGWLNRLRAMVFAS;
KKGRHGWLNRLREAVFAS; KKGRHGWLNRLREMAFAS; KKGRHGWLNRLREMVAAS.
All peptides were synthesized by MIT Biopolymers (MIT CCR Biopolymers Laboratory,
Cambridge, MA), and further purified by reverse-phase HPLC on a C4 column (VYDAC).
Trapping and Analysis of Trapped Proteins
ClpP'ap, an S97A active-site mutant of ClpP, was expressed and purified for analysis as described
previously (Flynn et al., 2003). Briefly, ClpPt ap was affinity-purified from cell lysates by virtue
of its C-terminal Hiss6-TEV-Myc 3 tag. After denaturation of ClpPtraP complexes in urea, captured
proteins were identified by mass spectrometry and/or 2-D gel electrophoresis followed by
Western blot. Relative levels of the trapped proteins were measured following 2-D gel
electrophoresis using Sypro Ruby protein stain (Molecular Probes) on a Fluorimager 595
(Molecular Dynamics). Levels of electrophoresed proteins were normalized to DnaK.
In vivo Degradation Assays
Wild-type W3110 cells carrying Trc99a vector, pTrc99a-SspB or pTrc99a-SspB'14 55 were used to
monitor in vivo degradation of as. Cell cultures were grown overnight in Luria Broth at 370C and
then diluted 1:100 in fresh LB. Expression of plasmid-encoded SspB variant was induced at an
OD600=0.2 with 0.5 mM IPTG. Samples were removed at specific times after the addition of
chloramphenicol at t=0 (OD600=0.5). Following SDS-PAGE, levels of as and SspB were
determined by standard Western technique using anti-os and anti-SspB primary antibodies. The
cellular level of ao at t=-0 was 4-fold higher in cells over-expressing SspB. The level of SspB was
10-fold higher in cells carrying pTrc99a-SspB than in cells carrying the control pTrc99 vector.
In vitro Degradation Assays
All in vitro degradation reactions were done at 300 C. Standard conditions for in vitro
degradation of oS include 3uM cr, 0.3uM ClpX6, 0.9uM ClpP1 4, 5mM ATP and 0.luM RssB pre-
incubated with 25mM acetyl phosphate in SD buffer (20mM Tris, 10mM MgC12, 140mM KC1,
1mM DTT, 0.1mM EDTA, 5% glycerol, pH 7.5). Variants of ClpX or RssB were added in lieu of
the wild-type protein at the same concentration. 12uM GFP-ssrA and/or 3uM SspB and/or
100uM of SspBXB peptide were added to the standard reaction to monitor inhibition of a'
degradation. Under phosphorylation-independent conditions, RssB concentrations were raised to
0.2uM. For all reactions, ClpX was pre-incubated with ClpP and an ATP-regeneration system
(5mM ATP, 50 ug/ml creatine kinase and 5 mM creatine phosphate) for 3 minutes at 300C.
Addition of the XPATP mixture to the other components at t=-0 started the degradation reaction.
Samples were removed at specific times, and analysed by SDS-PAGE using 12.5% tris-glycine
gels. Following staining with Sypro Orange (Molecular Probes), gels were visualized on a
Typhoon 9400 Variable Mode Imager (GE Healthcare) and protein levels were quantified using
ImageQuantTL software (GE Healthcare).
Degradation of GFP-DAS was done with 1 uM substrate, 0.3 uMX, 0.9uMP, ATP
regeneration mix as above, and luM SspB variant (if added) in PD buffer (25 mM Hepes.KOH/5
mM MgCl 2/5 mM KC/15 mM NaCl/0.032% (vol/vol) Nonidet P-40/10% glycerol, pH 7.6).
Substrate proteolysis was monitored using a fluorimeter (Photon Technology International,
Lawrenceville, NJ) to detect a decrease in fluorescence intensity (excitation 467 nm, emission 511
nm) over time.
Fluorescence Anisotropy Assays
N-terminally fluoresceinated peptides (MIT CCR Biopolymers Laboratory, Cambridge,
MA) were incubated at 250C with increasing amounts of isolated ClpX N-domain in a low salt
buffer (50mM Tris, 10mM KC1, 0.2mM EDTA, 10% glycerol, ImM DTT, pH 8.0). The amount
of fluorophore was adjusted in each reaction such that the total fluorescence measured by a
fluorimeter (Photon Technology International) was 106 units with slit widths set at 10 nm.
Emission at 51 lnm was measured following excitation of the sample at 467nm. Fluorescence
anisotropy values were recorded for two minutes and averaged. In cases where light scattering
contributed to the observed anisotropy, fluorescence of the protein alone was subtracted before
calculation of corrected anisotropy values. Curve fitting was performed using Kaleidagraph
software (Synergy Software).
Tryptic Digestion
10ýtg of RssB, with and without pre-incubation with 5-fold molar excess of the ClpX N-domain,
was partially digested with 12.5-fold excess of trypsin. Samples were taken at specific time
intervals. Tryptic fragments were separated by SDS-PAGE, visualized by staining with
Coomassie Blue or Sypro Orange protein stain (Molecular Probes), and identified by electrospray
mass spectrometry (MIT CCR Biopolymers Laboratory, Cambridge, MA).

APPENDICES TO CHAPTER Two
APPENDIX I:
UNEXPECTED ACTIVITY OF AN SSPB-RSSB CHIMERA
PROBES OUR UNDERSTANDING OF SSPB FUNCTION
APPENDIX II:
THE SSPBXB PEPTIDE HAS INHIBITS CLPX-MEDIATED
DEGRADATION IN AN N-DOMAIN INDPENDENT MANNER
APPENDIX I: How well do we understand SspB?
The mechanism of SspB function may be more complex than previously anticipated.
Experiments that were not described in the main chapters of this thesis yielded results that were
unexpected in light of our current understanding of SspB function. As yet, we have no model to
reconcile all the data. I present them here in the hopes that future experiments may build upon
these preliminary results toward a more complete understanding of SspB function in particular,
and adaptor protein function in general.
To date, work on SspB indicates that direct contact with ClpX is critical for the function
of SspB, i.e. the enhancement of substrate degradation (Dougan et al., 2003; Wah et al., 2003).
Contact between SspB and ClpX is mediated by the C-terminal peptide of SspB; the SspB
substrate-binding domain alone does not enhance degradation of its cargo (Wah et al., 2003). The
C-terminal peptide of SspB is attached to the substrate-binding domain by a flexible linker, which
can sustain substantial alterations to its length without significantly compromising SspB activity
(McGinness et al., 2007; Wah et al., 2003). Thus, the flexible linker is likely just a means by
which to connect the substrate binding domain of SspB to ClpX-binding peptides. SspB itself is
likewise a means by which to tether substrates closer to the ClpXP protease. Tethering increases
the effective substrate concentration around the ClpX processing pore, and thus increases the
efficiency of substrate recognition and processing.
This simple model of SspB function was substantiated by the creation of a functional
UmuD variant, in which the natural ClpX-binding peptide of UmuD was replaced by the C-
terminal peptide of SspB. The requisite connections to ClpX were still made by the UmuD-SspB
variant; in fact, probably owing to tighter binding by the new ClpX-binding peptide, UmuD-SspB
delivered its substrate to ClpXP even better than wild-type UmuD (Neher et al., 2003b). The
reverse chimera, an SspB molecule with its C-terminus replaced by the ClpX-binding sequence of
UmuD, was not constructed. It was presumed that such a chimera would work, though perhaps
less efficiently given the lower affinity of the UmuD ClpX-binding sequence for ClpX.
The current model of SspB function suggests, then, that a ClpX-binding sequence
connected to a reversibly bound substrate is sufficient to tether that substrate to ClpXP and
thereby enhance its rate of degradation. Interestingly, we found that this is not always the case.
We replaced the C-terminal peptides of SspB with one of two sequences: the C-terminal peptide
of RssB (RssBC15), which was assumed to mediate ClpX-binding (Dougan et al., 2003); or an
actual RssB ClpX-binding sequence (RssBXB) located within the inter-domain linker of RssB
(Chapter Two). We also made a control protein, SspBAXB, that lacks only the specific C-terminal
residues that were replaced in the two chimeras. All three SspB variants inhibited, rather than
enhanced, the degradation of GFP-ssrA (Fig A.la).
GFP-ssrA has previously been shown to be inhibited by SspB under circumstances when
tethering to ClpXP cannot occur (Wah et al., 2003). This is a result of the close proximity
between the SspB-binding sequence and the ClpX-binding sequence within the ssrA-tag (Flynn et
al., 2001; Song et al., 2003; Levchenko et al., 2003); SspB binding therefore creates a steric clash
with ClpX. Without the positive benefits of tethering to offset this steric clash, SspB-GFP-ssrA is
a worse substrate of ClpXP than GFP-ssrA alone (Hersch et al., 2004). Thus, the substrate-
binding domain of SspB, SspB 14 7, inhibits degradation of GFP-ssrA by ClpXP (Wah et al., 2003;
Hersch et al., 2004). Since the SspB-binding site is located on the N-domain of ClpX, full-length
SspB inhibits GFP-ssrA degradation by ClpXANP (Wojtyra et al., 2003).
Should we conclude, then, that all three SspB variants inhibit GFP-ssrA degradation
because they do not bind to ClpX, and therefore cannot facilitate tethering? The data suggest
otherwise. All variants inhibit equally the degradation of GFP-ssrA by ClpX"P (Fig A.lb). This
must be the amount of inhibition due specifically to the steric clash between SspB and ClpX
mentioned above. However, in the presence of ClpXP, SspB-RssBcS5 and SspBA B inhibit
degradation less; and SspB-RssBx B inhibits degradation more. This suggests that SspB-RssBcl 5
and SspBAXB are binding weakly to the N-domains of ClpX, softening the impact of the steric
clash. In contrast, SspB-RssBxB is preventing GFP-ssrA degradation in some way additional to
the steric clash.
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Figure A.1. A) Wild-type SspB (dark blue) enhances the degradation of GFP-ssrA (green) by ClpXP,
whereas the ClpX-binding mutants SspB-RssBcS (pink) and SspBAX (light blue) inhibit rather than
enhance degradation. SspB-RssB3 (red) inhibits degradation of GFP-ssrA more than SspBA.m- B)
All SspB variants inhibit the degradation of GFP-ssrA by ClpXANP to the same degree. C)
Degradation of GFP-ssrA+4 is enhanced by wild-type SspB (dark blue), unaffected by the presence
of SspB"11" (black) or SspB-RssB e (red), and weakly enhanced by SspB-RssB c15 and SspBA3 .
k
Experiments using the substrate GFP-ssrA+4 yield similar results. In the ssrA+4 variant a
four-residue spacer between the SspB-binding and the ClpX-binding sequences eliminates
steric clash (Hersch et al., 2004). As would be expected in this situation, the inhibitory effects of
SspB ClpX-binding mutants are diminished (Fig A.lc). GFP-ssrA+4 is unaffected by the
presence of SspB' -'1 7. SspB-RssBcl 5 and SspB xB turn from weak inhibitors to weak enhancers of
degradation. SspB-RssB xB now has no effect on degradation at all. Together, these data confirm
that residues which are absent in SspB- 1 17, but present in SspB^x B, make weak contacts with
ClpX; and the presence of the RssB ClpX-binding sequence somehow nullifies the effect of those
weak contacts.
Any explanation for this unexpected activity of SspB-RssBxB needs to be consistent with
evidence presented in Chapter Two regarding its ability to bind the common adaptor-binding site
on the ClpX N-domain. One explanation might be that SspB-RssBxB makes contact with ClpX in
somehow the wrong orientation for substrate delivery by SspB. This is puzzling because the
experiments with SspB containing shortened linkers suggest that the wild-type linker is actually
longer than necessary for simple tethering and substrate delivery (Wah et al, 2003; McGinness et
al, 2007). If true, we would expect that SspB could twist around and still be able to accomplish
substrate handoff. This could be easily tested by making an SspB-RssBXB variant with an
elongated linker. If this elongated variant is now functional, then the simple tether-and-deliver
model is still good; and determining the orientation of RssBxB within the adaptor-binding site
becomes of interest. However, there is also some evidence to suggest that a linker that is too long
can compromise substrate delivery by SspB. Therefore, several variants of SspB-RssBx B with a
range of linker lengths should be tested. If a shorter linker length turns out to be preferable for the
function of SspB-RssB xB. or if no length-variant of SspB-RssBxB is functional, perhaps there is
yet more to learn about the mechanism of SspB-mediated substrate delivery.
APPENDIX II: How/why does the SspBxBpeptide affect the proteolysis of N-domain
independent ClpXP substrates?
ClpX recognizes specific sequence motifs in its protein substrates. There are at least five
classes of ClpX substrate recognition motifs (Flynn et al., 2003). The ClpX N-domain has been
shown to be involved in the degradation of proteins from four out of the five classes.
Representative substrates from each of the four classes are degraded more slowly by ClpXýP. In
addition, their degradation is inhibited to varying degrees in the presence of the SspBxB peptide,
which is known to bind specifically to the N-domain of ClpX (Siddiqui, PhD Thesis, MIT, 2004).
The ssrA-tag belongs to the class of proteins whose degradation is almost, if not entirely,
independent of the presence of the N-domain of ClpX. In our hands (Baker and Sauer laboratories)
GFP-ssrA is degraded at the same rate by ClpXP and ClpXN1-46P. In addition, GFP-ssrA has been
reported to be unaffected by the presence of up to 1mM SspBx" (Wah et al., 2003). However, there
have been reports from other laboratories that the degradation of GFP-ssrA is affected by the
presence of the N-domain of ClpX. GFP-ssrA was degraded more slowly by ClpXNi-60 P than by
ClpXP (Singh et al., 2001; Wojtyra et al., 2003). In my own experiments, the presence of SspBx B
affects GFP-ssrA degradation in an N-domain dependent manner (Fig A.2).
The portion of the ssrA-tag that is recognized by ClpX is the C-terminal tripeptide LAA
(Flynn et al., 2001). To confirm my results and investigate them a little further, I used a GFP-LAA
construct. In this variant, the ClpX recognition sequence is appended directly to the C-terminus of
GFP; thus, GFP-LAA has no SspB binding site. If, indeed, all C terminal Class 1 substrates are
unaffected by the ClpX N-domain, then GFP-LAA should be unaffected by the presence of either
SspB or high concentrations of SspBx B.
In fact this turned out not to be true. GFP-LAA degradation was inhibited by the presence
of both SspB and by SspBXB, even at low concentrations (Fig A.3a). Moreover, SspB and its C-
terminal peptide SspBYx have quantitatively different effects. The presence of SspB increases the
Km of the reaction; in addition, the presence of SspBxB decreases the Vm. Does attachment to the
rest of SspB prevent the C-terminal peptides from plugging up the ClpXP pore? We have no
evidence to suggest that the SspBx" peptide was getting degraded over the course of the
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Figure A.2. A) ClpXP-mediated degradation of GFP-ssrA (green) is inhibited in the presence of
50uM and 100uM SspB o (light blue and dark blue, respectively). B) ClpXANP-mediated degradation
of GFP-ssrA is unaffected by the presence of the SspBMX peptide.
experiment, but at high concentrations of peptide, very slow degradation might occupy the ClpX
processing pore. However, this doesn't explain why at low concentrations SspBx) also has an
effect. Is SspB binding specifically to adaptor-binding sites on the N-domain of ClpX, while
SspBX' is binding to various non-specific sites as well? Why would SspBX' preferentially bind
non-specific sites when present at the same concentration as SspB?
Our results are peptide-specific; the presence of other peptides do not affect GFP-LAA
degradation (data not shown). The peptide that was reported to not affect GFP-ssrA degradation
contains a free N-terminal cysteine residue (Wah et al., 2003). We reasoned that the robust
inhibitory activity of this peptide could be a consequence of multimerization over time, due to the
free cysteines. We therefore designed a new peptide (SspBXB-SE), which contains the same ClpX-
binding sequence plus an N-terminal solubility tag that is regularly added to peptides with no
observed negative effects. SspBxB-SE also inhibits GFP-LAA in a dose-dependent and N-domain
dependent manner (Figs A.3b and c). Degradation of a range of GFP-LAA concentrations in the
presence of SspBXB-SE confirms the previously observed peptide-dependent effect on Km (Fig A.3d).
The Vmax effect may have indeed been due to a plugging effect of SspBXB peptide multimers. The
Km effect of SspBxB-SE remains unexplained.
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Figure A.3. A) ClpXP-mediated degradation of GFP-LAA (black diamonds) is affected by the
presence of 5uM and 10uM SspB (green squares and light blue triangles, respectively), and 10 OuM of
the SspBX peptide (red circles). B) ClpXP-mediated GFP-LAA degradation is inhibited by
increasing concentrations of SspB -SE in a dose-dependent manner. C) ClpXANP-mediated GFP-LAA
degradation is unaffected by the presence of 10 OuM SspBIX (grey) or 100 uM SspBX -SE (white). D)
100uM of SspBXB-SEhas a different effect than SspB3 on ClpXP-mediated degradation of GFP-LAA.
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CHAPTER THREE
STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE
NECESSITY OF RSSB PHOSPHORYLATION GIVE HINTS AS TO
THE MECHANISM OF RSSB ACTIVATION
This work will be submitted shortly with the addition of a few more results currently being
obtained. Igor Levchenko and Bob Grant solved the crystal structures; Igor Levchenko cloned
and purified the RssB-D 5K mutant, and tested it in vivo following the in vitro characterization.
Abstract
The two-component regulator RssB is required for proteolytic regulation of the master
stress response a factor, as. Stability of as is increased by several environmental stress
conditions, several presumably acting through regulation of RssB. One of the principal
mechanisms by which response regulators are regulated is via phosphorylation. We demonstrate
here that phosphorylation is not required for RssB function; rather, under certain conditions
phosphorylation can enhance RssB activity, probably by stabilizing RssB in its active
conformation. We find that phosphorylation of RssB is most important for enhancing as turnover
rate under conditions in which formation of the RssB-as binary complex is likely to be limiting.
We show that the requirement for RssB phosphorylation during exponential growth phase is
intermediate, falling in between our phosphorylation-requiring and our phosphorylation-
independent in vitro conditions. Therefore, during exponential phase RssB phosphorylation is not
critical for, but does enhance, RssB activity. This model is supported by our studies using an
RssB-D15K variant, which is defective in Mg+ coordination, and therefore phosphorylation. The
structure and function of D13K, analyzed in comparison with direct phosphorylation mutants of
RssB as well as the RssB homolog CheY, provide hints as to the mechanism of RssB activation.
We propose that RssB, like CheY, can adopt multiple conformations along its reaction pathway
from unphosphorylated, free and'inactive' to phosphorylated, ligand-bound and 'active'.
Introduction
Regulated proteolysis is essential for maintaining cellular homeostasis and controlling
global responses to environmental stresses. As the synthesis and turnover of proteases
themselves are not highly regulated, additional regulatory proteins play key roles in the control
of their activity. One of the ways in which protease activity is regulated is at the level of
substrate choice. Proteases recognize specific sequences that distinguish their own particular
substrates from the rest; some also use accessory factors to help prioritize their substrates. A
subset of accessory proteins called adaptor proteins hand-deliver their cargo directly to the
protease. Some of these escorted substrates would otherwise not be recognized or degraded by
the protease at all; others would be degraded more slowly. Thus, the use of adaptor proteins
both broadens protease specificity, as well as enhances its effectiveness with respect to certain
substrates.
In prokaryotes, the best studied example of an adaptor protein is the E. coli protein,
SspB, which enhances substrate degradation by the protease ClpXP. SspB binds and delivers at
least two substrates: ssrA-tagged proteins, i.e. proteins that are appended with an 11-amino acid
peptide sequence during rescue from a stalled ribosome (for a review see Dulebohn et al., 2007);
and the N-terminal domain of the anti-a factor, RseA (Flynn et al., 2004; Levchenko et al.,
2000). SspB uses the same 'tether-and-deliver' mechanism to enhance substrate degradation in
both cases. Studies with the other known ClpXP adaptor proteins UmuD and RssB suggest that
in fact all adaptor proteins use this common mechanism (Chapter Two, Neher et al., 2003b).
Briefly, adaptor proteins first bind their cargo. They then make contact with the N-terminal
zinc-binding domains of ClpX. Thus, the adaptor proteins serve to tether cargo proteins to the
protease, increasing the effective substrate concentration around the processing pore. Following
handoff of the substrate to ClpXP, the adaptor protein is released for further rounds of cargo
binding and delivery.
The use of these catalytic adaptor proteins by ClpXP is an intriguing mechanism for
prioritizing substrates. Modulation of adaptor protein activity adds a layer of temporal
regulation to substrate choice. As far as we know, the activity of SspB is not post-translationally
modulated. However, the activity of RssB is. RssB is a 37 kDa two-component response
regulator that functions as an adaptor protein. Like most other response regulators, RssB is
composed of two domains. Its 14 kDa N-terminal phosphor-receiver domain is homologous to
the prototypical CheY; its C-terminal domain has no known relatives, but may be involved in
ligand binding in conjunction with the N-terminal receiver domain (Klauck et al., 2001). RssB's
only known cargo is the master stress response a subunit of RNA polymerase, as (Zhou and
Gottesman, 1998; Zhou et al., 2001). In exponentially growing cells, as is rapidly degraded. as
is stabilized as cells enter the stationary phase and during the onset of various stresses such as
starvation for glucose and phosphate (for a review, see Hengge-Aronis, 2002). Both in vivo and
in vitro RssB is critical for as degradation (Andersson et al., 1999; Bearson et al., 1996; Muffler
et al., 1996a; Pratt and Silhavy, 1996; Zhou et al., 2001).
As a response regulator, RssB is designed to be activated by phosphorylaton of its
conserved aspartate residue (D58) by one or more specific cognate histidine kinases. In vitro,
RssB can be activated either through auto-phosphorylation with acetyl phosphate, or by trans-
phosphorylation with the ArcB, CheA, or UhpB kinases. ArcB, the cognate kinase for ArcA,
has also been shown to activate RssB in vivo (Mika and Hengge, 2005). Given the large number
of environmental conditions that inhibit as proteolysis (for a review, see Hengge-Aronis, 2002)
it remains likely that other kinases, as yet unknown, phosphorylate RssB in a condition-specific
manner.
Phosphorylation of RssB increases its affinity for as (Becker et al., 1999; Klauck et al.,
2001; Zhou et al., 2001). The mechanism is unclear. Phosphorylation of RssB is clearly
important for setting the steady-state levels of as, particularly during exponential growth, when
RssB levels are low. Thus, mutation of the RssB phosphorylation site causes the aberrant
accumulation of aS and concommittent higher level of expression of ao-regulated (stress-
induced) genes during exponential growth phase (Becker et al., 2000; Moreno et al., 2000).
However, despite the attractive theory that phosphorylation serves to activate RssB under
stressful conditions, in fact mutation of the RssB phosphorylation site does not disrupt
regulation of as in response to nutrient limitation (Peterson et al., 2004). Under conditions of
phosphate limitation, inhibition by the small anti-anti-a factor, IraP (inhibitor of RssB during
phosphate starvation), directly interacts with RssB to inhibit adaptor-mediated as proteolysis
(Bougdour et al., 2006). Inhibition of RssB by IraP is independent of the phosphoryation status
of RssB, or its ability to change phosphorylation status.
Several questions about the role and importance of RssB phosphorylation remain to be
clarified. Firstly, although RssB phosphorylation was initially thought to be required for
activity, the activity of phosphorylation mutants in vivo suggest otherwise. When removed from
its natural environment of confounding signals and potential interactors, how critical is
phosphorylation of RssB for its ability to function as an adaptor protein? Under what general
conditions might phosphorylation of RssB be dispensable? To answer these questions, we
probed the effect of phosphorylation on RssB activity under various conditions in vitro.
Additionally, the mechanism of phosphorylation-induced RssB activation remains
unknown. The homology of the N-terminal domain of RssB to the well-characterized CheY
protein offers some possible insights. Structural and functional studies of CheY suggest that
phosphorylation is not in fact a toggle that switches CheY from an inactive to an active state.
Phosphorylation likely stabilizes a pre-existing active or active-like conformation of CheY,
rather than directly induce it (Barak et al., 1992; Dyer and Dahlquist, 2006; Jiang et al., 1997;
Simonovic and Volz, 2001). Thus, while phosphorylation may be sufficient under certain
circumstances for CheY activation, it is not necessary. To investigate whether this might hold
true for RssB as well, we performed structural and biochemical analyses of the regulator domain
of RssB. Interpretation of our initial results in light of the extensive literature on CheY allows
us to place the role of RssB phosphorylation within the context of a tentative multi-state model
of RssB activation.
Results
Table 3.1. List of strains used
The importance ofphosphorylation to RssB activity is condition-dependent
Given the conflicting evidence in the literature, we asked whether phosphorylation of
RssB is indeed a requirement for its activity. If conditions exist under which phosphorylation is
dispensable for RssB activity, then phosphorylation cannot be considered a requirement. We
determined the effect of phosphorylation on as degradation under various reaction conditions in
vitro. Specifically, we altered the concentration of each of the following reaction components
individually and in combination: ClpXP, RssB, and as; and we measured as degradation
kinetics in the presence and absence of the phosphodonor acetyl phosphate. Even under the
highest ClpXP and a s concentrations tested, RssB is required for as degradation (Fig 3.1b).
Thus, any as degradation observed is a reflection of RssB activity.
Strain 
Source
MC4100 (lab stock and from ATCC)
MC4100 ArcB1
MC4100 RssB D15K 2A (rpoS750'.lacZ)
MC4100 RssB DISK ArcBI 20I(rpoS750'-lacZ)
MC4100 RssB DSSA y (rpoS750'-.acZ) (from T.Silhavy lab)
MC4100 RssB DS5A ArcBI I (rpoS750'-.ecZ)
MC4100 RssB D58P # (rpoS750'-IecZ)
MC4100 RssB DSP ArrJcB1 I (rpoS750'-IacZ)
MC4100 RssB::kan IO (rpoS70S'-IlbcZ)
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Figure 3.1. A) Degradation of 0.5uM sigmaS by 0.15uM ClpXP in the presence of 0.1uM
RssB. B) Degradation of 3uM sigmaS by 0.3uM CIpXP in the presence of 0.2uM RssB. Dark
blue diamonds are used to show the reaction kinetics in the presence of the phosphodonor
acetyl phosphate; light blue squares represent the absence of acetyl phosphate.
We find that the effect of phosphorylaton on the activity of RssB is in fact condition
dependent. Figure 3.1 shows two extremes: under conditions where the concentrations of all
components are low, RssB is not completely inactive; however, phosphorylation is critical to
efficient as proteolysis. In contrast, when the concentrations of all components are high,
phosphorylation becomes dispensable. Therefore phosphorylation cannot be the sole switch that
toggles RssB activity from 'off' to 'on'.
A Mg++coordination mutant of RssB is unphosphorylatable
To address the possibility that increasing the concentration of RssB eliminates
dependence on phosphorylation simply by increasing the pool of RssB that may have remained
phosphate-bound through purification, we decided to perform the same experiments with an
unphosphorylatable version of RssB. Based on experiments with the well-characterized RssB
homolog, CheY, there are potentially several ways to disrupt RssB phosphorylation: mutations
to the phosphorylation site itself, as well as indirect mutations to the Mg++ coordination site.
To our knowledge, no indirect mutants of RssB have yet been made. Experiments with the
Mg++ coordination mutant CheY-D13K suggested that an analogous mutation in RssB might
shed some light on both the importance of phosphorylation to RssB activity as well as the actual
mechanism of activation (Bourret et al, 1993; Dyer et al., 2004; Jiang et al., 1997).
We first confirmed that the receiver domains of RssB (N-RssB) and CheY indeed have
extremely similar structures (Fig 3.2a). As for CheY, two conserved aspartates, D15 and D58
form part of the RssB metal binding site (Fig 3.2b). Although D58 is the residue that is
eventually phosphorylated, based on the CheY literature both D58 and D15 should be important
for coordinating Mg++ prior to phosphorylation (Bellsolell et al., 1994; Lukat et al., 1990; Stock
et al., 1993). Indeed, the RssB-D15K receiver domain (N-D15K) is defective in coordinating
Mg++; N-D15K crystallized in the presence of Mg++ shows no electron density corresponding
to a bound Mg++ ion (data not shown). Moreover, except for a 20 degree rotation of D58, N-
DI 5K is in the same inactive conformation as apo-N-RssB, the receiver domain of wild-type
RssB crystallized in the absence of Mg++ (Fig 3.2c). As expected from a Mg++ coordination
mutant, both RssB-N-D15K and full-length RssB-D15K are unable to be phosphorylated in vitro
by the sensor kinase ArcB (Fig 3.3).
Activity ofRssB-D 5K suggests a role for Mg++binding in pre-activation
The activity of the RssB-D 15K phosphorylation mutant was tested under the two
conditions shown in Figure 3.1, confirming that phosphorylation is not a requirement for
significant RssB activity. Under both conditions, RssB-D 15K activity was unaffected by the
presence of the phosphodonor. This substantiates our hypothesis that RssB-D15K is
unphosphorylatable. Under phosphorylation-requiring (PR) conditions, RssB-D15K exhibited
the same low level of activity that of unphosphorylated RssB-WT (Figure 3.4a). Under
phosphorylation-independent (PI) conditions, the activity of RssB-D 15K approached that of
RssB-WT (Fig 3.4b). These results underscore the particular importance of RssB
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Figure 3.2. A) Ribbon diagram of the crystal structure of apo-N-RssB, independently (green)
and overlaid with the structure of CheY (cyan). B) Conserved aspartates in RssB form part of
its metal binding site. C) Overlay of the active sites of the WT and D15K variants of apo-N-
RssB reveals a 20 degree rotation of Asp58.
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Figure 3.3. Phosphotransfer from ATP* by the sensor kinase ArcB to A) the receiver domain
of wild-type RssB and RssB-D 15K B) the full-length wild-type RssB and RssB-D 15K
phosphorylation under non-ideal conditions. Phosphorylation has been shown to increase the
affinity of RssB for its ligand, a s. Under PR conditions, the concentrations of reaction
components are presumably low enough to be limiting for binary complex formation.
Enhancement of complex formation by phosphorylation of RssB widens the bottleneck,
allowing more rapid delivery of a s to the proteolytic machinery. Under PI conditions, the
component concentrations are likely more favorable for RssB-a s binding; thus we see a
decreased effect of RssB phosphorylation.
Quantitative comparison of the initial rates of as degradation (Fig 3.4c-d) reveals that
Mg++ bound unphosphorylated RssB is more active (or contributes to the active pool) more than
Mg++ unbound RssB (RssB-D15K). Under PR conditions, the activities of unphosphorylated
Mg++bound RssB and Mg++unbound RssB (i.e. RssB-D 5K) were approximately equivalent
(Fig 3.4c). However, the results hint that even under these low component concentrations, when
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Figure 3.4. A) Degradation of 0.5uM sigmaS by 0.15uM ClpXP in the presence of 0.1uM
RssB variant. B) Degradtion of 3uM sigmaS by 0.3uM ClpXP in the presence of 0.2uM
RssB variant. C and D) Initial rates of sigmaS turnover at low component concentrations
(c) and high component concentrations (d) expressed in terms of molecules of sigmaS
per minute per molecule of ClpX hexamer. For all panels, dark blue indicates wild-type
RssB in the prsence of acetyl phosphate; light blue indicates wild-type RssB in the
absence of acetyl phosphate; dark green indicates RssB-D15K in the presence of acetyl
phosphate and light green indicates RssB-D15K in the absence of acetyl-phosphate.
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RssB-a s complex formation is highly dependent upon phosphorylation, Mg++ binding by
unphosphorylated RssB increased its overall activity slightly, though not significantly. When
component concentrations were high, thus favoring RssB-a s complex formation, the difference
between the activity of Mg++bound RssB and that of D15K was significant. Previous work
suggests that binding of as induces a conformational change in RssB that is necessary for its
activity (Chapter Two). We hypothesize that Mg++-bound RssB more readily accepts this
conformational change.
RssB phosphorylation mutants show diferential activity during exponential phase
We wanted to determine how closely our in in vitro conditions reflect exponential
growth phase. To do this we engineered MC4100 cells to express D15K from its natural
chromosomal location. We also created isogenic strains expressing various direct
phosphorylation site mutants. Levels of as in these strains were compared with the levels of as
in control strains either expressing wild-type RssB or lacking rssB. Consistent with the
published literature, exponential phase as levels were low when RssB was present, and elevated
when RssB was absent. In cells expressing RssB-D15K, the level of as was higher than in cells
expressing wild type RssB, but lower than in cells lacking RssB altogether. Interestingly, the
intermediate phenotype of RssB-D 15K was more like that of RssB-WT than that of the direct
phosphorylation site mutant RssB-D58A (Fig 3.5a). Comparison of the rate of aS degradation
by pulse-chase confirmed that RssB-D15K is indeed more active than RssB-D58A (Fig 3.5b).
In the next section we speculate further on the mechanism of RssB activation that distinguishes
between our Mg++ coordination mutant and direct phosphorylation- site mutants.
Taken together, our in vitro and in vivo results demonstrate that phosphorylation of RssB is not
necessary for as turnover. In exponential growth phase, unphosphorylated RssB achieves
approximately 50% of its maximal activity relative to phosphorylated wild-type RssB. Thus,
exponential growth phase corresponds to an intermediate situation between the two in vitro
extremes depicted in Figures 1 and 4.
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Figure 3.5. A) Westem analysis of exponential phase sigmaS levels in isogenic strains
expressing different RssB variants. B) Pulse-chase analysis of sigmaS degradation in
stains shown above (except rssB null strain). Cells were grown in M9 media and pulsed
for 30 seconds with S35-methionine at A,,,=0.3. Samples were removed at the times
indicated. C) Quantification of the experimental results in B.
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Discussion
RssB phosphorylation is not an on/off regulator of activity
The RssB-D15K variant has not been previously characterized. The analogous mutation
(D13K) in the well-characterized structural homolog of RssB, CheY, abolishes phosphorylation
by weakening Mg++ coordination in the phosphorylation active site (Lukat et al., 1990). We
show that this is also the case for RssB-D15K. By using this indirect phosphorylation mutant
we sought to address two questions regarding phosphorylation of RssB: 1. are there conditions
under which phosphorylation is dispensible for RssB activity? and 2. are the mechanisms that
coordinate phosphorylation and activation conserved between CheY and RssB?
As a two-component response regulator, RssB activity may be expected to depend on
phosphorylation. Work with RssB phosphorylation mutants in vivo has shown that
phosphorylation of RssB is indeed important for efficient as proteolysis (Bouche et al., 1998;
Cunning et al., 1999; Klauck et al., 2001; Peterson et al., 2004). In vitro studies of as binding
and proteolysis concur; furthermore they suggested that phosphorylation is a toggle switch for
RssB-as complex formation, and therefore for as degradation (Zhou et al., 2001). However, the
effect of phosphorylation in vivo changes under different growth and stress conditions. For
example, under certain conditions, e.g. phosphate limitation, phosphorylation is required for
setting the basal level of as, but not for signaling entry into stationary phase (Peterson et al.,
2004). Differential effects of phosphorylation depending on environmental context are
inconsistent with the notion of unphosphorylated RssB being 'off'/inactive and phosphorylated
RssB being 'on'/active.
Using an in vitro reconstitution system for RssB-dependent Us proteolysis, we
determined that phosphorylation of RssB functions not as an on-off switch, but rather as a means
for promoting RssB activity under non-optimal conditions. This was confirmed in vivo, using
isogenic strains to express wild-type and various phosphorylation mutants of RssB. If all
phosphorylation-defective RssB variants exhibited rssB-null type as levels, the 'toggle'
mechanism of RssB activation would have been more plausible. We found, however, that in
exponential growth phase, both direct and indirect phosphorylation mutants of RssB were still
able to facilitate as degradation. This places exponential phase between our PR
(phosphorylation-requiring) and PI (phosphorylation independent) in vitro conditions.
Mg++ coordination likely plays a similar role for RssB and CheY
Unexpectedly, indirect elimination of phosphorylation by altering Mg++ coordination
has different consequences for RssB activity than direct mutation of the phospho-receiving
aspartate. Analysis of this result in light of the literature on CheY gives us a hint as to the
possible mechanism of phosphorylation-induced RssB activation. Studies with genetic variants
of CheY indicate that the mechanism of CheY activation by phosphorylation also cannot be
explained by a simple two-state model (Dyer and Dahlquist, 2006). A two-state model accepts
only an inactive/ off and an active/ on conformation. Structural characterization of various
CheY mutants supports a multi-state conformational model. In this model, apoCheY
(unphosphorylated, unbound to Mg) is inactive; Mg+ bound CheY is in an 'active-ready'
conformation; unphosphorylated ligand-bound CheY is in a semi-active or intermediate
conformation; and phosphorylated CheY (+ ligand) is in an active conformation (Fig 3.6). In
solution, Mg+ bound CheY is active, albeit less than wild-type. This suggests that there must be
dynamic equilibrium along this pathway, such that inactive, active and all states in between, are
populated to varying degrees. Indeed, CheY and its homologs NtrC and SpoOF have all been
shown using NMR to experience dynamic excursions consistent with conformational
fluctuations (Feher and Cavanagh, 1999; Moy et al., 1994; Volkman et al., 2001). In the model
presented in Figure 3.6, presence of ligand and/or phosphodonor pushes the equilibrium toward
active CheY.
The structure of apo-N-RssB is very similar to apo-CheY (Figure 3.2a). Does RssB
sample the same conformations as CheY on the way toward activation? First we will describe
the molecular displacements that characterize each of the CheY conformational steps toward
activation. We will then discuss RssB activation in light of the CheY mechanism.
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Figure 3.6. Reaction diagram showing the step-wise transition of CheY from inactive to
active conformation. Crystal structure conformation is presented in blue; functional
capacity is presented in purple.
Multi-conformational mechanism of CheY activation
In apo-CheY, Lysl09 pairs with Asp57 in the CheY active site. The beta4-alpha5
surface is most stable in an inactive conformation (Volz and Matsumara, 1991; Simonovic and
Volz, 2001). Coordination of Mg in the CheY active site requires the participation of Asp57;
thus Mg++ binding breaks the Lys109/Asp57 pairing. Lysl09 repartners with Aspl2. In doing
so, Lysl09 drags along the beta5-alpha5 loop, causing changes on a functional surface of CheY
(Bellsolell et al., 1994).
Mg++CheY is therefore not in an apoCheY-like, inactive conformation, but rather in an
active-ready form that can be pushed into the active conformation by phosphorylation of D57
(Lee et al., 2001). Phosphorylation-induced activation includes burial of Y106, which otherwise
apo-CheY
(inactive)
(?)
blocks ligand access to the binding pocket, as well as a coordinated rearrangement of Thr87
toward the active site (Y-T coupling). Recently it has been shown that phosphorylation (and the
resulting adoption of an active conformation) is not a pre-requisite for ligand binding by CheY:
a short FliM peptide can bind to the Mg++CheY form, forcing Y106 burial without also forcing
the rest of CheY into an active conformation (Dyer and Dahlquist, 2006). This result indicates
that there are at least two distinct pathways by which CheY can attain the active conformation:
through phosphorylation, or through ligand binding (Fig 3.6). Both routes require the initial
binding of Mg++ to apoCheY, and presumably adoption of the active-ready conformation.
As D13 is one of the residues that helps to coordinate the Mg++ ion within the CheY
active site, the CheY-D 3K variant is defective for Mg++ binding. As such, crystalline CheY-
D13K has an inactive (apoCheY-like) backbone conformation (Jiang et al., 1997). Interestingly,
it has a slightly rearranged active site, in which the Lys109 and Asp57 interaction is weakened.
D13K can therefore be viewed as a proto active-ready form of CheY - with a metastable active
site- that needs an additional push to repartner Lys 109 and reposition the beta4-alpha5 surface
into either an active-ready or an active conformation. This push cannot be phosphorylation, as
phosphorylation is predicated upon successful Mg++ coordination. It can be ligand-binding;
although in the crystal structure Y106 blocks the ligand-binding site, the fact that D13K is
functionally active suggests that ligand-binding does occur in solution, at least on occasion
(Jiang et al., 1997). If the Y106 block is removed, for example by genetic mutation, ligand
binding occurs without hindrance, and ligand-bound D 3KY106K acquires an active
conformation (Dyer et al., 2004). These results are consistent with the conformational pathways
to activation shown in Fig 3.6. In addition they suggest that a concerted series of changes, not
just the burial or removal of Y106, is required for activation.
RssB results are consistent with a CheY-like activation mechanism
How similar is the activation mechanism of RssB to that of CheY? Several lines of
evidence suggest that activation of the two homologs occurs by a conserved reaction pathway.
RssB-D15K is the analogue of CheY-D13K. The backbone of D15K, like that of D13K-CheY,
remains unchanged from apo-N-RssB conformation (data not shown; Jiang et al., 1997). In the
active site, however, we observe a 20 degree rotation of D58, suggesting a similar weakening of
the Lysl08----D58 interaction (Fig 3.2c). Like CheY-D13K, RssB-D15K is less active than the
phosphorylated wild type both in vitro and in vivo (Fig 3.4; Jiang et al., 1997; Bourret et al,
1993). These suggest that RssB-Dl5K is in a similarly proto active-ready form, that needs an
extra push to achieve an active conformation. As with CheY, phosphorylation of RssB requires
the coordination of Mg++; thus, the switching of D15K from an inactive or proto-active-ready
form to an active conformation must occur dynamically upon ligand binding in solution.
Is Mg++-bound RssB in an active-ready form? From our current structure of Mg++apo-
N-RssB, it is difficult to tell. We observe some analogous residues interacting with the Mg++
ion within the RssB active site: Asp 15 and the backbone carbonyl of Ala60 (analogous to Asn59
of CheY). However, our structure of apo-N-RssB+ Mg++ is not perturbed from the apo-N-RssB
structure as much as Mg++CheY is perturbed from apoCheY (data not shown). For example,
we see no indication of the important repartnering of Lys 109 and concommittent repositioning
of the beta5-alpha5 loop. This may be due to the fact that the Mg++ ion is more loosely
coordinated in our Mg++apo-N-RssB structure than was observed for Mg++apoCheY. This
loose Mg++ coordination may not be a true reflection of the solution conformation of Mg++N-
RssB. Rather, an artifact of crystallization may be extending the bond lengths between the
putative Mg ion and the interacting residues, and therefore softening the expected shifts in
surface conformation.
Our functional data support the model that, in solution, Mg++RssB adopts an active-
ready conformation. As shown in Figure 3.4, Mg++ bound RssB seems to have a slightly
increased activity over the D 15K variant, even at low component concentrations when RssB-a s
complex formation is limiting. This becomes more pronounced and statistically significant
under conditions that favor efficient RssB-ligand interaction. An increase in the activity of
Mg++ bound RssB over D 5K (Mg++ coordination defective RssB) suggests that Mg++binding
lessens the energy barrier for ligand-mediated activation of unphosphorylated RssB molecules.
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Thus, Mg++binding can be viewed as unlocking the structurally inactive conformation of apo-
N-RssB, making it 'active-ready'.
The ability of D151K to bind a s and facilitate its degradation at all suggests that simply
weakening the Lys108-D58 pairing in D 5K may be sufficient to release RssB from its inactive
conformation. Since RssB doesn't have a steric block like Y106 in its putative ligand-binding
cleft, ligand binding may, as for CheYDI3KY106W, push RssB-D15K into an active
conformation. Indeed this is borne out by our observations that direct phosphorylation mutants
are more defective than RssB-D15K in vivo. We take this to indicate that, at any given time, the
percentage of RssB-D1 5K populating the inactive conformational state is lower than that of
RssB-D58A or RssB-D58P.
Confirmation of the RssB activation mechanism requires further study
Additional structures of RssB may help us to understand better the importance of Mg++
binding to RssB activation. To our knowledge, there are no apoCheY-ligand structures;
presumably CheY has to first bind Mg in order to either be either phosphorylated or ligand-
bound. Is this the same for RssB, i.e. does Mg++ binding (or similar active site perturbation)
initiate the first conformational step toward adoption of the active conformation? Crystal
structures of the much less active RssB-D58A or RssB-D58P variants would help to clarify how
the activity of RssB is coupled to its active site conformation.
We are also working to find conditions suitable to crystallize RssB in complex with as
or a as peptide. Such structures, in the presence and absence of Mg++ may elucidate whether
Mg++ binding is a pre-requisite for the activation of RssB. Zhou et al found that Mg+ is not
sufficient for tight binding of as to RssB during gel filtration (Zhou et al, 1991). However, there
is no evidence to suggest that the Mg+CheY-ligand complex that was crystallized would be
stable enough to isolate by chromatography either. The intermediate conformation of
Mg+CheY-FliM ~16 may be a transient state in solution, one that readily falls back into inactive
Mg++ CheY and unbound FliM ' ~6 , unless stabilized by phosphorylation, or in the case of RssB,
the ligand is immediately handed off to ClpXP. We expect that Mg++, but not phosphorylation,
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is required for ligand binding to RssB (as for CheY in Fig 3.6). If we are able to crystallize a
Mg++RssB-a s complex, an interesting question is whether the conformation of RssB in this
complex is intermediate between inactive and active conformations, like that of
Mg++CheY-peptide ligand, or whether it is fully activated. It is also possible that as or a a s
peptide can bind directly to apo-N-RssB. If this is the case, then RssB differs from CheY in the
requirement for Mg++binding to promote an initial active-ready conformation. Based on our
results and the CheY literature, it would be even more unexpected for ligand binding to switch
apo-RssB from inactive to active without any intermediate conformation. The determination of
the RssB-a s complex structure will help to resolve these open questions.
Summary
RssB seems to behave, with regards to phosphorylation and activation, very much like
CheY. Although further testing is required and underway, our current results are consistent with
the activation of apo-RssB via an unlocked, active-ready Mg++bound conformation, as
illustrated in Figure 3.6. Either ligand binding or phosphorylation can swing RssB toward the
fully active conformation. Thus, in the presence of high ligand concentrations, phosphorylation
becomes increasingly dispensable.
The high degree of similarity between RssB and CheY suggests the possibility of a
similar ligand-binding mechanism as well, whereby activation changes the hydrophobic surface
available to a ligand. CheY and RssB residues are not completely conserved within the FliM-
binding region, so the mechanism of as binding will necessarily be at least slightly different.
Attempts at crystallizing the ligand-bound form of RssB are currently in progress and should
shed more light on the extent of the similarities between RssB and CheY, with regards to both
activation and ligand-binding mechanisms.
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CHAPTER FOUR: CONCLUSIONS & DISCUSSION
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Summary of Conclusions
The work described here addresses some outstanding questions about the two-
component response regulator RssB and its role in facilitating ClpXP-mediated proteolysis of
the master stress response regulator, as.Specifically, we investigated the requirement for
various components of the as degradation reaction; we elucidated the roles of these components;
we reconciled conflicting literature regarding the importance and necessity of RssB
phosphorylation; we located a functional ClpX-binding sequence of RssB, and identified the
critical residues therein; and we demonstrated, both in vivo and in vitro, competition between the
ClpX adaptor proteins SspB and RssB. We postulate that, especially under threatening
environmental conditions, competition between and among ClpX adaptor proteins for access to
ClpXP may constitute an important layer of regulation for ClpXP substrate prioritization.
Degradation of as by ClpXP requires the presence of both RssB and the N-terminal
domain of ClpX. Although RssB does not require phosphorylation in order to bind or deliver as
to ClpXP, phosphorylation of RssB can enhance as degradation when formation of the RssB-a s
complex and/or formation of the ClpXP-RssB-a s complex are rate-limiting.
Like other ClpX adaptor proteins, RssB interacts with the ClpX N-terminal domain,
presumably as a docking site during presentation and handoff of as to ClpXP. We provide
several pieces of evidence that suggest the existence of a single, common adaptor-binding site
on the ClpX N-terminal domain. This result suggests that adaptor proteins compete for access to
this common site and therefore, for access of their cargo proteins to ClpX. Consistent with this
hypothesis, we have shown that, both in vivo and in vitro, the presence of SspB can inhibit
RssB-mediated delivery of ao. to ClpXP. Indeed, the C-terminal peptide of SspB --which is
known to bind the N-terminal domain of ClpX-- is both necessary and sufficient for inhibition of
RssB-mediated asdegradation by ClpXP.
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Contrary to the prevailing assumption in the field, we show that RssB does not make
SspB-like tethering contacts with ClpX using its C-terminal peptide. Rather, RssB uses an
internally positioned peptide sequence to engage with ClpX. Despite similarity between the
ClpX-binding sequences of RssB and SspB, each adaptor in fact makes unique molecular
contacts with the common binding site on the N-domain of CIpX.
Discussion
Our work raises a number of interesting questions. We show that RssB directly delivers
as to ClpXP using an SspB-like 'tether-and-deliver' approach. How general is this mechanism?
Are there other ClpXP adaptor proteins besides the three already known? Tethering by RssB is
mediated by a conserved ClpX-binding sequence that interacts with a common adaptor-binding
site on the N-domain of ClpX. Where is this site located? What are its critical residues? Is this
site used by adaptors only, or do all N-domain interactors bind the same site? We show that
RssB uses a ClpX-binding sequence located within an inter-domain linker. This immediately
invites speculation as to the possibility and nature of regulated accessibility of this uniquely
positioned ClpX-binding sequence.
In terms of the regulation of RssB itself, we demonstrate conclusively that
phosphorylation of RssB is not required for its activity. However, phosphorylation does
enhance activity of RssB under certain conditions, presumably by increasing its affinity for as.
How does phosphorylation change the affinity of RssB for as? Does phosphorylation induce
similar conformational changes to the structure of RssB as it does to its homolog CheY? How
does ligand-binding affect the structure of RssB; and is ligand-binding, like phosphorylation,
predicated upon binding of Mg++? Finally, we demonstrate that the C-terminal domain of RssB
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is not, in fact, involved in mediating contacts with ClpX during adaptor-mediated substrate
delivery. What then is role of the unique C-terminal domain?
In the sections below, some of these questions are considered in more detail.
Characterization of the adaptor-binding site on the ClpX N-domain
A common adaptor binding site on the N-domain of ClpX has been postulated for some
time. Our work in Chapter Two provides the strongest evidence yet for the existence of such a
site. In the near future, our or other laboratories will undoubtedly locate this site and
characterize its interactions with various adaptor proteins. Here I lay out some key questions
regarding this site, and some practical ways in which they may be answered.
The N-domain of ClpX is not very large. It is composed of between 46-60 amino acids
in total, depending on how much of the flexible linker is included. What residues on the N-
domain are critical for adaptor binding? Adaptors with similar ClpX-binding motifs have been
shown to make different molecular contacts with the N-domain (Chapter Two); are the 'critical
residues' on the N-domain also more important for some adaptors than others? Is the adaptor-
binding site shared by substrates like MuA or lambda-O -- adaptor-independent substrates
whose degradation is nevertheless enhanced by presence of the N-domain (Wojtyra et al.,
2003)? Both large-scale mutagenesis of the N-domain and directed mutagenesis of specific
residues can be useful in addressing these questions.
Large-scale mutatagenesis, even if done in a site-directed manner one residue at a time,
is not difficult with such a small protein domain. Such an approach has the advantage of giving
complete or near-complete coverage of the protein. Thus residues that may not be intuitively
part of an adaptor-binding site will be tested with equal rigor as residues that have already been
show to interact with certain adaptor proteins. However, with such an approach there will be a
greater need to separate out mutants that are non-functional due to disruption of structural
integrity or dimerization for example, rather than because mutagenesis has disrupted a critical
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residue within the adaptor-binding site. A more directed candidate approach is now possible
following the recent reporting of several N-domain residues that interact with SspB (Park et al,
2007).
All N-domain mutants, regardless of how they were decided to be made, ought to be
tested for interaction with SspB, the prototypical ClpXP adaptor protein; RssB, an adaptor
protein that makes different molecular contacts with the same binding site (Chapter Two); and
an adaptor-independent substrate, for example MuA, a protein that interacts with the N-domain
during disassembly of the stable MuA tetramer. Testing for interaction with the two known
adaptors would help to locate the common adaptor-binding site as well as determine whether the
critical residues within that site are the same for both adaptors. Testing for interaction with
MuA would begin to address the question of whether the common adaptor-binding site is in fact
the only binding site for N-domain interacting proteins.
Are there other ClpXP adaptor proteins?
There are three known ClpXP adaptor proteins. Likely there are more to be found.
Currently, there are few easy ways to hunt for new adaptor proteins. A previous member of the
lab, Julia Flynn, used an inactive variant of ClpP to trap ClpXP substrates, as a way to determine
the substrate profiles of ClpXP under various genetic conditions. She showed that when the
levels of known adaptors are modulated, many proteins' interactions with ClpXP change (Flynn,
PhD thesis, MIT, 2004). While proteins that depend on undiscovered adaptors may be indirectly
affected due to a change in adaptor competition for ClpXP, the next step of identifying the
adaptors of such proteins is a difficult task. Meanwhile, proteins that may not lead to the
discovery of new adaptor proteins may also show a change in their interactions with ClpXP.
Some of these proteins may be undiscovered cargo of the modulated adaptors proteins
themselves. In addition, some proteins may be sensitive to total adaptor levels in the cell
because they 'self-adapt'. For example, for proteins that dimerize, one monomer may make
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tethering contacts with the N-domain, facilitating degradation of the other monomer. Indeed,
such a mechanism may be used by the DNA protective protein Dps (A. Meyer, unpublished).
Characterization of the adaptor-binding site on the N-domain may facilitate the
discovery of new adaptor proteins. For example, the mutation of critical residues within that site
could be used in a screen for suppressors. This would be useful mainly for substrates that are
already thought to be good candidates for adaptor-mediated delivery. A large-scale FRET-based
approach is theoretically possible, where quenching of a fluorescent marker of the N-domain
binding site could be used as a way to determine potential binding partners. Finally, co-
precipitation of cellular proteins by the isolated N-domains of ClpX as compared to N-domains
of ClpX with mutated adaptor binding sites may reveal new N-domain interactors.
Does the C-terminal domain ofRssB regulate its interaction with ClpX?
The C-terminal domain of RssB has no known homologs. Besides a suggested
involvement in as binding, its function is unknown. Does it have no function? Is it a relic of
evolution, kept around because of its involvement in substrate binding? The fact that over-
expression of RssB-C but not RssB-N causes cells to become quite sick suggests a possible
function of RssB-C that is under regulation of RssB-N. Is RssB-C a transcription factor? Then
RssB would be a dual function response regulator. Or does RssB-C serve a regulatory role?
Unlike SspB, RssB uses a ClpX-binding sequence (RssBx B) that is located within an
inter-domain linker (Chapter Two). The position of this sequence suggests the possibility that
its accessibility may depend on an inducible conformation of RssB. In particular,
conformational changes involving RssB-C may be important in providing or restricting
accessibility of RssBXB to ClpX. Thus RssB-C would be a target for regulation.
Besides ClpX, RssB has two other known binding partners, as and IraP. By involving
RssB-C in its own stabilization, as binding to RssB likely increases accessibility of RssBxB to
ClpX (Fig 4.1; Chapter Two). As yet, it is not clear where the newest partner of RssB, IraP,
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binds. Based on preliminary evidence, Bougdour et al suggest that binding of as and IraP are
mutually exclusive (Bougdour et al, 2006). Whether this is because they both bind to the same
site remains to be determined. Another possibility is that IraP binds to the C-terminal domain of
RssB, thus simultaneously preventing both as binding and accessibility of the RssBxB.
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Figure 4.1 Cartoon depicting RssB before and after binding of as. Inzvolvement of the
C-terminal domain of RssB in as binding may pro t a conformational change that
results in greater accessibility of the inter-domain ClpX-binding sequence of Rs.
What is the structure of...
RssB is an intriguing protein - a two-component response regulator with a prototypical
receiver domain attached to a unique C-terminal output domain. Fittingly, RssB also has an
unorthodox role in the cell. Unlike other response regulators, it acts as an anti-a factor, by
mediating proteolysis of as by ClpXP.
We show the first crystal structures of the receiver domain of RssB, confirming its
significant structural homology to the bacterial chemotaxis regulator CheY (Chapter Three).
Additional crystal structures of RssB under various conditions would enable to us to address a
number of outstanding questions about the interactions of RssB with its protein partners.
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RssBaos complex
Where does a s bind on the surface of RssB? Given the structural homology between
RssB and CheY, it is tempting to speculate that the as-RssB interaction uses the same surfaces
as the FliM-CheY interaction. Indeed, modeling of the FliM peptide into the putative peptide-
binding groove of apo-N-RssB shows that this is sterically possible (Fig 4.2a). Similar
modeling of FliM onto apo-CheY would be sterically unfavorable due to a clash with Tyrl06
(Jiang et al., 1997). However, RssB has a valine instead of a tyrosine, thus reducing blockage of
the binding cleft prior to activation-induced conformational changes (Fig 4.2b). Crystallization
of the N-RssB-a s complex has proved challenging. Perhaps an interesting possibility would be
to crystallize the N-RssB.FliM peptide complex as a proof of principle.
A B
Figure 4.2. Space-filling diagrams of the FliM peptide from the Che Y crystal structure
modeled into the analagous cleft of the N-terminal domain of RssB. A) Two distance
views showing FliM do cking from different angle s. B) Closeup showing that the
hydrophobic residues in the putative N-RssB binding cleft do not create a steric clash
with the modeled FliM peptide.
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Where is the RssB-binding site on the surface of as? FliM contacts CheY using a single
helical peptide; indeed, a 16-mer of FliM is sufficient for binding to CheY (Dyer and Dahlquist,
2006). Can we find a similar peptide within as that mediates its interaction with RssB? Despite
published literature suggesting that Lys 173 is a critical residue for RssB-binding, we have not
identified an RssB-interacting peptide close to or including Lys173. If ca-RssB binding occurs
analogously to FliM-CheY bindiing, we have no direct evidence of it.
Why is it so difficult to find an RssB-interacting peptide within the as sequence? There
are several possibilities. Firstly, as may use a surface rather than a peptide sequence to interact
with RssB; if so, then investigation of the as-RssB interaction through peptide-binding assays
may be a fruitless endeavor. The fact that mutation of Lysl73 abrogated interactions between
RssB and as simply indicates that Lys 173 is necessary for binding of RssB with Us; it does not
suggest that it is also sufficient. Other critical residues may lie elsewhere in the a s sequence, far
from Lys 173 in sequence but close in space.
Another possibility is that RssB cannot bind as in the apo- form. Perhaps
conformational changes in the binding cleft are necessary before as can make productive
interactions with RssB. Indeed, apo-CheY does not bind FliM. However, Mg++CheY does,
suggesting that any necessary conformational changes have been induced or at least made easier
by allosteric binding of Mg++. Functional studies indicate that Mg++RssB is able to bind and
deliver as (Chapter Three). In fact, even the Mg++ coordination mutant D15K is functional,
suggesting that the small alterations observed in the active site of D1 5K may be sufficient to
unlock apo-RssB from its ligand-unreceptive form (Chapter Three). Thus crystallization of a s
in complex with Mg++-N-RssB or N-D15K may be a possibility.
Finally, immunoprecipitation experiments have suggested that the C-terminal domain of
RssB is involved in as binding (Klauck et al., 2001). Depending on how critical the C-terminal
domain is, a structure of N-RssB-as may not be possible. Thus we are also currently working on
obtaining a crystal structure of full-length RssB.
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Phosphorylated RssB
Response regulators, including RssB, autophosphorylate a conserved aspartate residue
within their receiver domains. Phosphorylation induces activation of the response regulator
activity. In the case of RssB, phosphorylation is not required for activity (Chapter Three);
however, phosphorylated RssB has been shown to have increased affinity for its ligand. What is
the mechanism for phosphorylation-induced increase in affinity? As mentioned in Chapter One,
CheY, SpoOF and NtrC all undergo conformational shifts following phosphorylation. For
CheY, the best characterized of the three, phosphorylation induces the adoption of a structurally
'active' conformation (Lee et al., 2001a). Likely, RssB undergoes a similar shift upon
phosphorylation. What is the 'active' conformation of RssB? Are there intermediate
conformations of RssB? In Chapter Three we suggest that there are, unless ligand-binding by
Mg++RssB is sufficient to induce the active conformation. For CheY, ligand-binding induces a
structurally intermediate conformation, even though Mg++CheY is functionally active (Dyer
and Dahlquist, 2006). In order to fully understand how similar the mechanism of RssB
activation is to that of CheY, we would need to solve the structures of N-RssB-P, N-RssB-P-c s
and (Mg++) N-RssB.- s . This is our next challenge.
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